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**2903082 THE 50 STATES OF AMERICA:** The People, the Places, the History, by Tim Glyne-Jones. American history is composed of 50 individual stories, each with its own distinct events, music, art, and sports. From Massachusetts and California to Alaska and Hawaii, each state is profiled here, covering important contributions to the American legacy and fascinating places.

**3767914 GOLD RUSH STORIES,** by Gary Noy. These 49 tales bring to light the deeply human stories of the California Gold Rush generation, revealing the surprising and untold complexities of the Gold Rush. In the ten years after James Marshall discovered gold at Sutter’s Mill, more than 300,000 people rushed into California in pursuit of the promised fortune. Illus. 373 pages. Heyday. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**2994801 MYTHS AND MYSTERIES OF NORTH CAROLINA,** by Sara Pitzer. From Pee Dee A.D. to the Spirituals of Salisbury, these 14 mind-boggling tales from the Tar Heel State make history fun and pull back the curtain on some of the state’s most fascinating and compelling stories. Photos. 164 pages. globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**3750377 SOUTHERN SONSHIP之間 on the New Nation,** by Lorraine Gipson. Reveals the interplay of rationalism and regionalism in the lives of southern men, Gipson brings new insight to the question of what led the South toward sectionalism and civil war.

**3794060 DEATH IN SALEMI: The Proprietary Lives Behind the 1692 Witch Hunt,** by Diane E. Foulds. Provides a richly detailed, riveting narrative that reveals, for the first time, the individual stories behind the accused and accusers alike. Foulds also provides fascinating insights into those people who allowed the trials to proceed or were unable to stop them; clergy, judges, and elites. 280 pages. globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**3764464 TREES IN PARADISE: The Botanical Conquest of California,** by Jared Farmer. After the gold rush, the Americans who claimed California were dissatisfied with the state’s wetlands, grasslands, and chaparral. In just one century they transformed those landscapes according to the aesthetic values and economic interests of settlers, urban planners, and boosters. This history unravels the networks that shaped our sense of place. 548 pages. Heyday. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00

**3699085 AN ISLAND SHELTERED:** Shelter Island Celebrates 350 Years, by Priscilla Dunhill. A five-minute ferry ride separates Shelter Island from the Hamptons, Long Island—and possibly the country’s most exclusive summer community. This homage celebrates the island’s history and heritage of this special place, with profiles of some of the houses, barns, and boatyards that make the area so special. Fully illus., most in color. 144 pages. Bright Sky. 11x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95

**2995151 SOUTH CAROLINA MYTHS & LEGENDS, 3rd Edition,** by Rachel Haynie. From the mysterious disappearance of daring young aviator Paul Redfern to rumors of hidden Confederate gold, this volume makes history fun and pulls back the curtain on some of the state’s most fascinating and compelling stories. Photos. 193 pages. globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**2873421 ETERNITY STREET:** Violence and Justice in Frontier Los Angeles, by John MacFaragher. The story of a violent place in a violent time: the rise of Los Angeles and the Civil War in Coastal South Carolina, by H. David Stone, Jr. Provides a richly detailed, riveting narrative that reveals, for the first time, the individual stories behind the accused and accusers alike. Foulds also provides fascinating insights into those people who allowed the trials to proceed or were unable to stop them; clergy, judges, and elites. 280 pages. globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**3743632 GATEWAY TO THE WORLD:** The Port of New York in Colour Photographs, by William H. Miller. The port of New York has been a center for trade since the eighteenth century, when it was involved in trade between Europe, Africa and North America. At the start of the twentieth century, the age of the ocean liner, and of mass emigration, made New York the port of the world in 1910. This collection of colorful photos shows how the port has changed. 122 pages. Amberley. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

**3736156 PIRATES OF NEW JERSEY: Plunder and High Adventure on the Garden State Coastline,** by M. P. Donnelly & D. Dini. From the earliest days of the Colonial Era until the end of the Revolution, New Jersey’s coastline swarmed with pirates who sailed back and forth across the Atlantic in search of plunder and rich prizes. Read about such famous characters as Capt. William Kidd and the notoriously cruel Blackbeard, as well as Jersey based pirates from the Revolutionary War. 135 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95

**3783723 VITAL RAILS:** The Charleston & Savannah Railroad and the Civil War in Coastal South Carolina, by H. David Stone, Jr. Provides the first detailed recounting of the C&S line’s complex history and of the railroad’s valuable role in the Civil War along the coast. The C&S was designed to revolutionize the economy of South Carolina’s low country by linking key port cities. Illus. 369 pages. U.S.C. Pub. at $39.95

**☆2809935 DARK TIDE: The Great Boston Molasses Flood of 1919,** by Stephen Puleo. A storied event that flooded the streets and filled with 2.3 million gallons of molasses collapsed on Boston’s waterfront, disgorging its contents as a fifteen foot high wave of molasses that traveled at 35 miles an hour on January 15, 1919. It demolished homes and the number of dead wasn’t known for days. It was years before a court battle determined who was responsible. Illus. 273 pages. Beacon. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

**☆6965440 DEATH IN SALEMI: The Proprietary Lives Behind the 1692 Witch Hunt,** by Diane E. Foulds. Provides a richly detailed, riveting narrative that reveals, for the first time, the individual stories behind the accused and accusers alike. Foulds also provides fascinating insights into those people who allowed the trials to proceed or were unable to stop them; clergy, judges, and elites. 280 pages. globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/818
373988X OUTLAWS OF UTAH. 2ND EDITION. By Michael Ritter. Introduces 16 of the most dramatic events, and the most daring and despicable desperados, in the history of the Beehive State. Features tales of the Wild Bunch, including its leader Butch Cassidy, the Sundance Kid, and El O L Piano, as well as lesser known characters such as Ison Dart and Elizabeth Bassett. 208 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95
$7.95

3705274 THE DELAWARE VALLEY IN THE EARLY REPUBLIC: Architecture, Landscape, and Social History. By Gabrielle M. Lanier. Through narratives of individual lives, aggregate data from tax rolls and censuses, archival research, and close analysis of the built vernacular environment, Lanier examines the unique ethnic, class, and religious constitution of each sub-region of the Delaware Valley, as well as its cultural imprint on the landscape. Illus. 250 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $54.00

LIMITED QUANTITY 377676X SAVING CENTRAL PARK: A History and a Memoir. By Elizabeth Barlow Rogers. The author, the founder of the Central Park Conservancy, describes her long love affair with New York’s Central Park and how it led her to organize its rescue from a state of serious decline, returning it to the world’s most beautiful place. 301 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $30.00

592248 AL CAPONE AND THE 1933 WORLD’S FAIR: The End of the Gangster Era in Chicago. By William Elliott Hazelgrove. A historical look at Chicago during the darkest days of the Great Depression. This is the story of a city in crisis. In 1933, the organizers had to be able to put on the 1933 World’s Fair. Photos. 261 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

5956869 WATER TO THE ANGELS: William Mulholland, His Monumental Aqueduct, and the Rise of Los Angeles. By Les Standiford. Drawing on new research, Standiford vividly captures the visionary engineers and the breathtaking scope of this six-year, $23 million project that would transform a region, a state, and a nation at the dawn of its greatest century. Brings into focus the character of the man who transformed an arid plain into a lush metropolis. Photos. 336 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99
$9.95

260104 THE NEW WILD WEST: Black Gold, Fracking, and Life in a North Dakota Boomtown. By William Mulholland, His Monumental Aqueduct, and the Rise of Los Angeles. By Les Standiford. Drawing on new research, Standiford vividly captures the visionary engineers and the breathtaking scope of this six-year, $23 million project that would transform a region, a state, and a nation at the dawn of its greatest century. Brings into focus the character of the man who transformed an arid plain into a lush metropolis. Photos. 336 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99
$9.95

6979738 THE WORST HARD TIME: The Untold Story of Those Who Survived the Great American Dust Bowl. By Timothy Egan. This grandiosely understated Plains in the darkest years of the Depression were like nothing ever seen before or since, and the stories of the people that held on never have been fully told. This volume reverses that fact, with stories that follow the fortunes of real people in Kansas and Oklahoma, with an eye to the region’s history and the scale of a price less construction project, the vigor of a fabl ed era, the might of a larger-than-life individual, and the scarring, enduring project, shedding critical light on a past that offers insights for our future. Photos. 360 pages. Ecc. Paperback. Pub. at $15.62 $11.95

6979738 THE WORST HARD TIME: The Untold Story of Those Who Survived the Great American Dust Bowl. By Timothy Egan. This grandiosely understated Plains in the darkest years of the Depression were like nothing ever seen before or since, and the stories of the people that held on never have been fully told. This volume reverses that fact, with stories that follow the fortunes of real people in Kansas and Oklahoma, with an eye to the region’s history and the scale of a price less construction project, the vigor of a fabl ed era, the might of a larger-than-life individual, and the scarring, enduring project, shedding critical light on a past that offers insights for our future. Photos. 360 pages. ECC. Paperback. Pub. at $15.62 $11.95

2999900 SEPTEMBER 1918: War, Plague, and the World Series. By Skip Delijian. In September 1918, three things came to Boston. A war was about to be won, a global epidemic was killing millions, and a World Series was about to begin. Delijian explores how sports ended together in a compelling saga of a nation coming of age as a world power. 287 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

6979738 THE書き換え-hard time: The Untold Story of those Who Survived the Great American Dust Bowl. By Timothy Egan. This grandiosely understated Plains in the darkest years of the Depression were like nothing ever seen before or since, and the stories of the people that held on never have been fully told. This volume reverses that fact, with stories that follow the fortunes of real people in Kansas and Oklahoma, with an eye to the region’s history and the scale of a price less construction project, the vigor of a fabl ed era, the might of a larger-than-life individual, and the scarring, enduring project, shedding critical light on a past that offers insights for our future. Photos. 360 pages. ECC. Paperback. Pub. at $15.62 $11.95

2972276 CROSSING PUGET SOUND: From Black Ball Steamer to Washington State Ferries. By Steven J. Pickens. Describes how modern ferry travel on Puget Sound began with the converted passenger steamers at the early part of the twentieth century. Became the main mode of travel, these small steamers morphed into the blueprint of today’s largest double-ended ferries in the United States. Well illus., most in color. 143 pages. America Through Time. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $10.95

6977936 THE POLITICALLY INCORRECT GUIDE TO THE SOUTH (AND WHY IT WILL RISE AGAIN). By Clint Johnson. Reveals that, far from being the backwater of the nation, the South has always been the center of American culture and history and that the South is truly rising again. 262 pages. Regnery. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

2986009 NEW YORK’S ORIGINAL PENN STATION: The Rise and Tragic Fall of an American Landmark. By Paul M. Kaplan. In early twentieth century New York, few could have imagined that the Pullman Palace Car Company would be built in Pennsylvania Station. For decades, Penn Station was a center of elegance and pride. But by the mid-1960s, the station was tragically destroyed. This well-documented, the trials and triumphs of New York’s Original Penn Station. Illus. 174 pages. History Press. $17.95

3772578 HIDDEN HISTORY OF NORTHERN PENNSYLVANIA. By Jessica Hiltun. From unsolved murders and ghostly disasters to medicinal water and sports legends, Northern Pennsylvania has a rich and diverse history. Join Hiltun as she reveals the shrouded history of this part of America. According to History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

2841819 IT HAPPENED IN DELAWARE. By Judy Colbert. Discover how the L.D. Cauk Company changed the face of downtown Wilmington, a beauty, others bewitched by developments in cavity fillings; learn how the foreign study program got its start at the University of Delaware, and why the Cape May Lighthouse was built more than fifty years ago and is still in operation today; and more. Globe Pequot. Paperback. $4.95

2997739 LOST LOOT III: New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania. By Patricia Beckons readers to search for historic lost loot as they journey to New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania to learn about Native American villages and heritage, and to learn about the connections between the infamous Jersey Devil monster, and Captain Kid–both are said to guard a pirate treasure. Illus. 256 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95
Civil Rights & Racism

3693600 STAMPED FROM THE BEGINNING: The Definitive History of Racism in America. By Ibram X. Kendi. To understand and confront issues of racism today, we must first come to understand how racist ideas were developed, disseminated, and utilized in our society. Using the lives of five major American intellectuals, Kendi chronicles the story of anti-black racist ideas and their staggering power over the course of American history. 583 pages. Norton Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

3755987 LIMITED QUANTITY 3791734 THE BLACK AND THE BLUE. By M. Horace & R. Harris. In this reveratory account, Horace dissects some of the nation’s most highly publicized police shootings and provides fresh analysis of issues that drive disproportionate numbers of black men to be killed by police and incarcerated in cities such as Ferguson, Baltimore, Cleveland, New York City, Tulsa, and Chicago. 238 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $19.99

3812670 LIGHTING THE FIRES OF FREEDOM: African American Women in the Civil Rights Movement. By Janet Dewart Bell. Shines a light on women’s all too often overlooked achievements in the Civil Rights Movement, through wide-ranging conversations with nine women. This work is an enduring testament to the vitality of women’s leadership during one of the most dramatic periods of American history. Photos. 224 pages. Norton Books. Pub. at $25.99

3874855 THE RACIAL GLASS CELLING: Subordination in American Law and Culture. By Roy L.Bohns. Defines the race problem for African Americans face today as a three-headed hydra involving socioeconomic, judicial, and cultural conditions. Focusing on law and culture in this compelling study, Brooks, a legal scholar, defines the problem largely as racial subordination—the act of impeding racial progress in pursuit of non-racist interests.” 240 pages, Yale. Pub. at $35.00

3876384 PROGRESSIVE RACISM. By David Horowitz. This book has been tragically warped by the progressive left, which no longer accepts the colorblind standard of Martin Luther King but instead has persuaded the country to believe that blacks are inferior by the fact and blacks are innocent even when the facts show otherwise. In this volume Horowitz traces this transformation. 343 pages. Encount. Books. Pub. at $18.95

3859244 LYNCH-LAW: An Investigation into the History of Lynching in the United States. By James Elbert Cutler. First published in 1905 and reprinted in 1969, this classic volume on the racial practice of lynching from 1862-1903, and includes a breakdown of the known lynchings. 287 pages. Patterson Smith. $9.95

3841914 HE CALLS ME BY LIGHTNING. By S. Jonathan Bas. Californi Washington didn’t pull the trigger but another Comanche Chief laying dead, he had no choice but to turn on his heel and run. The year was 1875, he was black and Officer Clark was white, and this was the beginning of their battle. This compelling and overlooked life becomes an historic portrait of racial injustice in the Civil Rights era. Photos. 413 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $26.95

3858937 FREDOM'S DETECTIVE: The Klan and the Man Who Masterminded America's First War on Terror. By Charles Lane. Reveals the untold story of the Reconstruction, the Ku Klux Klan and their battle against the Ku Klux Klan, through the career of its controversial leader, Hiram C. Whitley. This study reveals the story of this complex hero and his central role in a long lost chapter of American history. 348 pages. Harbinger. Pub. at $26.99


385675S THE AMERICAN PRESIDENCY. By A. Brinkley & D. Yier. 572 pages. HMH. Pub. at $19.95


3891649 OUR LAST DESTRUCTION: America’s Fight Against Tyranny from King George to the Deep State. By Mike Lee. 220 pages. Sentinel. Pub. at $27.00

9685578 THE SPEECHES & WRITINGS OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN. Ed. by Clay McAninch. Includes over 790 speeches, letters, drafts, messages, proclamations, and other writings, including the inaugural and Gettysburg addresses. In two volumes. Slipscased. Library of America. Pub. at $70.00

3738809 THE GREAT AMERICAN DOCUMENTS, VOLUME II, 1831-1900. By Ruth Asby, illus. By E. Colom. In graphic novel form, the authors tell the story of the United States through the major speeches, laws, proclamations, court decisions, and essays that shaped it, picking up where volume one left off and beginning with the Reconstruction. Fully illus. in color. 159 pages. Hill & Wang. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00


*3991691 INSIDERS GUIDE TO CIVIL WAR SITES IN THE SOUTH, FOURTH EDITION. By Shannon Hurst Lane. Presents the South’s most famous and infamous battle sites, including historical background, directions to hard-to-find locations, tips on where to stay, eat, shop, and more, 335 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95


3991624 HISTORICAL TOURS ANTIETAM: Trace the Path of America’s Heritage. By Cynthia Parzych. A unique guide that takes you on an exploration of the battlefield, bringing you face to face as never before with the people and events that shaped this epic event. Includes information about where to stay, where to eat, and what to see nearby. Well illus. 112 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95
3760499 ON LIBERTY & UTILITARIANISM. By John Stuart Mill. The works reprinted in this volume were first published during a particularly prolific ten-year span, from 1859 to 1869 and include four of Mill’s most famous works: On Liberty; Considerations on Representative Government; Utilitarianism; and The Subjection of Women. 516 pages. Western呼吸道. Paperback. $9.95


3789519 TALKING ANARCHY. By C. Ward & D. Goodway. Britain’s foremost anarchist writer joins a social and cultural historian to discuss the ups and downs of the anarchist movement during the last century, illuminating along the way its many famous characters: Herbert Read, Paul Goodman, Noam Chomsky, George Orwell and others. 575 pages. PM Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


3715759 A CONTEST FOR SUPREMACY. By Aaron L. Friedberg. The author makes the compelling case in this accessible and intriguing book for how the twenty-first century unfolds, the United States faces no task more important than managing our mixed, complex agenda of potential relationships with China. 360 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $4.95

★ 3715337 ON TRUTH AND UNTRUTH. By Friedrich Nietzsche. Contains Nietzsche’s singularly important writings on truth. One of a five-book series highlighting short classic works of independently thought illuminating the nature of truth, humanity’s attraction to authoritarianism, the media and mass communication and the defense of limited government. 160 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $8.95

3797104 WINTER IS COMING. By Garry Kasparov. The ascension of Vladimir Putin to the presidency of Russia should have been a signal that the democracy was headed away from democracy. In the intervening years, Putin has grown not only into a dictator but a global threat. Argued with the force of Kasparov’s conviction and bogeyman for his bone-chilling, this volume is an unmistakable call to action against a threat we’ve ignored for too long. 292 pages. PublicAffairs. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

2956624 DONALD TRUMP PAPER PULL. By Tim Foley. (Colin Woodward.) Chronicles the making of Donald Trump, and 15 outfits and accessories, including WWF wrestler garb, a Miss Universe gown, and more. Includes a detailed biography. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 6x11. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 $4.95

★ 3710010 OBLIGATION TO AUTHORITY. By Stanley Milgram. Milgram’s classic, originally published in 1974, speaks to the present about authoritarianism with disturbing urgency. One of a five-book series highlighting short classic works of independently thought illuminating the nature of truth, humanity’s attraction to authoritarianism, the media and mass communication and the philosophy of resistance. 282 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $8.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3789276 ANARCHY IN ACTION. By Colin Ward. A wide-ranging analysis that draws upon examples from education, housing, welfare, urban planning, the environment, the workplace, and the family, showing that the roots of anarchist experience are universal. The result is both an accessible introduction for those new to anarchism and pause for thought for those old enough. 180 pages. PM Press. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

3986004 POLITICS WEIRD-O-PEDIA: The Ultimate Book of Surprising, Strange, and Incredibly Bizarre Facts About Politics. Delving into a wide variety of domains of contemporary political/military/security, American and Chinese contributors to this volume illustrate that despite recent turbulence in U.S. and China military relations, there are still shared interests should enable extensive military/security cooperation. 529 pages. Naval Institute. $47.95 $7.95

692624X THINGS THAT MATTER: Three Decades of Passions, Pastimes and Politics. By Charles Kaiser. For those interested in what is truly American, there will find here not only the country’s leading conservative thinker offering a passionate defense of limited government, but also a highly independent mind whose views defy easy classification. Includes a new section, “The Age of Obama.” 406 pages. Crown. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

2818272 AL-AMERICA: The Rise of the Radical Right in the Age of Trump. By David Neiwert. Investigative reporter, Neiwert, has been tracking extremists for more than two decades and in this comprehensive volume he provides a deeply researched and authoritative narrative of the rise of fascism and far right terrorism. A crucial look at one of the most disturbing aspects of American society. 456 pages. Verso. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95 $7.95


★ 3715345 THE PRESENT AGE. By Soren Kierkegaard. Kierkegaard’s stunningly prescient essay that foresaw the rise of twenty-four hour news and social media. One of a five-book series highlighting short classic works of independently thought illuminating the nature of truth, humanity’s attraction to authoritarianism, the media and mass communication and the philosophy of resistance. 87 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $8.95

★ 3744132 FEAR: Trump in the White House. By Bob Woodward. With authoritative reporting honed through nine presidencies, Woodward reveals the harrowing life inside President Donald Trump’s White House. He draws from hundreds of hours of interviews with Trump, his family, and his personal and private conversations withAdministration policymakers, and personal and private documents, to cover the inside story—the how, the why, and the chaos. 420 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.99

3780606 FIERCE ENIGMAS: A History of the United States in South Asia. By Srinath Raghavan. The author argues that we cannot understand America’s contemporary relationship with South Asia without first understanding the long history of U.S. involvement in the region. For over 230 years, Raghavan says, America’s engagement with South Asia has been characterized by short-term thinking and unintended consequences. 480 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00 $7.95


147 pages. All Points. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99 $5.95

3807495 THE HELL OF GOOD INTENTIONS: America’s Foreign Policy Elite and the Decline of U.S. Primacy. By Stephen Hadley. In this riveting new book Hadley explores why it has been plagued by disasters like the “forever wars” in Iraq and Afghanistan, and outlines what can be done to fix it. 368 pages. FSG. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

★ 6977618 THE BIG LIE: Exposing the Nazi Roots of the American Left. By Dinesh D’Souza. Shows that in both ideology and tactics, the American Left is rooted in fascism and Nazism, and its use of attacks and tricks is part of a deliberate effort to subvert the democratic process just as Hitler and Mussolini did. Photos, some color. 293 pages. Regnery. Hardcover. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95


2955518 THE UNMAKING OF THE PRESIDENT 2016: How FBI Director James Comey Cost Hillary Clinton the Presidency. By Lanny J. Davis. Drawing on sources in the intelligence community, the White House, Justice Department, Davis challenges FBI director James Comey’s legal rationale for opening a criminal investigation of Hillary Clinton’s emails and exposes suspicious circumstances during the campaign, questioning whether Comey received sufficient Justice Department oversight in this comprehensive critique. 240 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

CD 2993722 BILLIONAIRE AT THE BAR: The CIA, the Mystery of the Bay of Pigs and the Assassination of John F. Kennedy. By Laura Ingraham. Read by the author. Ingraham gives readers a front row seat to the seminal moments of the populist revolt, and her personal and private conversations with Administration policymakers, and personal and private documents, to cover the inside story—the how, the why, and the chaos. Photos. 420 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.99

See more titles at erhbc.com/818
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**$19.95**

**3699315 INHERITOR OF THE CENTURY: Why Canada and America Should Become One Country. By Diane Francis. No two nations in the world are integrated, economically and socially, as are the United States and Canada. The author presents a strong political argument and a compelling business case for treating the United States and Canada not only as merging companies, but as merging countries. HarperCollins. $27.99**

**$5.95**

**3763331 EXONERATED: The Failed Takedown of President Donald Trump by the Swamp. By Dan Bongino. An explosive, whistle-blowing expose, this account reveals how Deep State actors relying on a cynical belief that they could manufacture the now-discredited Russiagate scandal. Bongino exposes who masterminded the dangerous playbook to take down Trump, their motives, and how a plan filled with false allegations backfired. 205 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $28.00**

**$29.95**

**3780066 THE HERMIT KING: The Dangerous Game of Kim Jong Un. By Chung Min Lee. The fascinating story of the Kim Dynasty with a particular focus on Kim Jong Un’s upbringing, motivations, and goals as he prepares himself to create a viable nuclear arsenal. The author offers readers a thoughtful and chilling look into the possible futures of North Korea, all while creating a sense of humanity amid the growing global humanitarian crisis. 290 pages. PublicAffairs. $21.95**

**3856999 BLOOD IN THE WATER: How the US and Israel Conspired to Ambush the USS Liberty. By Joel Moilin. Based on newly discovered, previously classified archives of the period, this investigative report offers a gripping and disturbing account of the attack on Liberty and a more than fifty-year cover-up. Photos. 446 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $27.00**

**$19.95**

**2946491 THE PLOT TO DESTROY DEMOCRACY: How Putin and His Spies Are Undermining America and Donald Trump. By Reza Aslan. A dramatic and illuminating account of the incredible intelligence and psychological warfare used by Vladimir Putin and his spy agencies to steal the 2016 U.S. election. The author provides a better understanding of the efforts in a three-way national security and global alliances. 344 pages. Hatchette. Paperback. At $16.99**

**$12.95**

**2917610 THE PRINCE WITH STUDY GUIDE. By Nicola Machiavelli. This edition of this classic work includes a 21st century study guide filled with practices and exercises that will provide a summary and insights on Machiavelli’s teachings, and provide you with the fundamental traits that help to cultivate a successful leader. 32 pages. Q&SA. Paperback. $19.95**

**$14.95**

**3734633 THE PRINCE. By Niccolo Machiavelli. Written during the Italian Renaissance, Machiavelli’s collection of astute observations on the nature of politics remains a classic primer for politicians and business leaders alike. This collector’s edition is attractively bound with gilt-edged pages, an exquisite jacket, and a deckle edge. 411 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99**

**$9.95**

**3724182 DECEIVING THE SKY: Inside Communist China’s Drive for Global Supremacy. By Ian Bremmer. This is the first step for China’s current rulers in achieving global supremacy under a new world order based on an ideology of Communism with China at the center. The author reveals how China is trying to understand the nature and activities of the dangers posed by China, and what the U.S. can do in taking needed steps to counter the threats. 239 pages. Encounter Books. Pub. at $21.95**

**3760663 CRAZY SH'T PRESIDENTS SAID. By Robert Schmakenberg. In the torrent of official and unofficial statements some real head-scratchers have slipped out, and the most remarkable have been recorded in this little volume for posterity. From George Washington to Donald Trump—all forty-five president’s are represented, 231 pages. Running Press. Paperback. $13.99**

**39741X STILL WINNING: Why America Went All in on Donald Trump—and Why We Must Do It Again. By Charles Hurt. Dramatically retells the story of Trump’s stunning victory, and it offers an impassioned plea for why America must go all in on Donald Trump. The seminal volume of the Trump re-election campaign, and the inside story of how Trump won and why he will win again. Photos. 276 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $28.00**

**$21.95**

**3794267 THE CONSERVATIVE SENSIBILITY. By George F. Will. The author is tasked with discerning the new way of thinking through the lens of Western culture. Today, the stakes could hardly be higher. Vital questions about the nature of man, of rights, of equality, of majority rule are bubbling just beneath the surface of daily happenings. Hatchette. Pub. at $50.00**

**$26.95**

**29982ELEPHANTS. The political landscape has changed dramatically in the last decade and the internet has played a massive role in this transformation. Find out how social media became a relativity new phenomenon, is being used mendaciously to drive the nation apart in this provocative documentary. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99**

**$14.99**

**3780155 GIVE PEOPLE MONEY: How a Universal Basic Income Would End Poverty, Revolutionize Work, and Remake the World. By Annie Lowrey. A gripping and definitive look at universal basic income, this is a stipend given to every citizen, and why it might be necessary to solve some of our most intractable economic problems, while also offering a solution to the growing crisis of inequality that is choking the American Dream. 264 pages. Broadway. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00**

**$11.95**

**3783431 HOW TO BEAT TRUMP: America’s Top Political Strategists on What It Will Take. By Mark Halperin. Drawing on dramatic and illuminating war stories from presidential campaigns past, America’s top political operatives explain how to meet the daunting challenges facing the country and outlines the time-tested and new creative ideas that these strategists have for defeating Donald Trump. 244 pages. Regan Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00**

**$16.95**

**3805991 POLITICAL ACTING A Practical Guide. By David Mamet. A how-to resource for activists that was written at one of the darkest moments of the Nixon administration and remains no less timely and useful today. The author draws on his impressive engagement in the civil rights and anti-war movements, and the practical wisdom necessary to keep movement politics alive. 96 pages. NYRB. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95**

**$4.95**

**3795808 CRIME IN PROGRESS: Inside the Steele Dossier and the Fusion GPS Investigation. By Stephen Simpson & P. Fritch. Simpson and Fritch, reporters at The Wall Street Journal, and current owners of the open-source intelligence firm, present a full accounting of the origins of this key story for the first time: a tale of the high-stakes pursuit of one of the biggest and most important stories of our time—no matter the costs. 346 pages. Random. Pub. at $30.00**

**$21.95**


**3820927 HOW THE US CREATES SH*T TROLE COUNTRIES. Ed. by Cynthia McKinney. The essays collected here, seized this unique moment of global focus on the world’s most suffering countries as a catalyst for action, and the extent to which their lamentable state is not of their doing. The authors present fresh analyses of the old narratives and offer a new under-standing of 406 pages. Clarion. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95**

**$19.95**

**3521556 THE MAN WHO SOLD AMERICA: Trump and the Unraveling of the American Story. By Joy-Ann Reid. An essential examination of why Trump succeeded in getting the presidency, and whether the damage Trump has done since. Through interviews with American and international thought leaders and in-depth analysis, Reid situates the Trump era within the context of modern history, examining the profound social changes that led us to this point. 294 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99**

**$21.95**

**3708187 HOW TO BECOME A FEDERAL CRIMINAL: An Illustrated Handbook for the Aspiring Offender. By Michael H. Belfer. An entertaining and eminently readable volume compiling words and phrases that were coined or popularized by America’s Presidents. Discover the origins of terms that have helped define American culture. Illus. 310 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.00**

**$18.95**

**38161X WORDS FROM THE WHITE HOUSE: Words and Phrases Coined or Popularized by America’s Presidents. By Paul Dickson. An entertaining and eminently readable volume compiling words and phrases that were coined or popularized by American presidents. Discover the origins of terms that have helped define American culture. Illus. 199 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95**

**$9.95**

**2908115 THE HUMAN TIDE: How Population Shaped the Modern World. By Paul S. Martin. A re-look at the irrepressible demographic changes and mass migrations that have made and unmade nations, continents, and empires. Sweeping from Europe to the Americas, Asia, East Asia, the Middle East, and North Africa, this title is a panoramic view of the way we live in and how we got there. 344 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $28.00**

**$17.95**

**3810011 TRUMP AND HIS GENERALS: The Cost of Chaos. By Peter Bergen. Drawing on his brilliant vantage point on an American ship of state navigating a rising sea of threats without a well-functioning rudder. Lucid and gripping, Bergen brings urgently needed clarity to issues that affect the fate of us all. But clarity, unfortunately, is not the same thing as reassurance. 368 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $30.00**

**$21.95**


**$12.95**
Politics

375896 STEALTH WAR: How China Took over While America's Elite Slept. By Alec Baldwin & K. And the political procesoficients, most Americans don’t realize just how much influence the Chinese Communist Party has in the United States. This title details how the majority of the free world could combat China’s stealth war. Despite all the damage done so far, Spalding shows how it’s still possible to stop China in its tracks and turn the tide. 234 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $28.00. 


2987961 RUSSIAN ROULETTE: The Inside Story of Putin’s War on America and the Election of Donald Trump. By M. Isikoff & D. Com. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Chronicles and explores this bizarre scandal and the stakes while answering one of the biggest questions in American politics: how and why did a foreign government interfere in the country’s political process with influence in the 2016 election. Twelve. Pub. at $32.00.


3698394 ROGUE SPOOKS: The Intelligence War on Donald Trump. By D. Morris & E. McGann. The authors Morris and McGann have been making the case that Russia is behind the alleged meddling in the 2016 presidential election. This groundbreaking expose will leave readers questioning the motives of our intelligence agencies, let alone the politicians within our government, and members of the mainstream press. 279 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. 

2901471 YOU CAN’T SPELL AMERICA WITHOUT ME. By Alec Baldwin & K. Andersen. Spiralbound. Pub. at $6.95. The funniest book about politics you’ll ever read, but do not call it a political book. Instead, it is a collection of hilarious, hilarious one-liners, burns, and jabs from America’s 4th Estate. From hilarious comebacks aimed at the president. From hilarious comebacks aimed at the president.

2987060 THE MONARCHY OF FEAR: A Philosopher Looks at Our Political Crisis. By Martha C. Nussbaum. A well-known scholar analyzes the political standoff that has polarized American politics over the last decade and focuses on what so many pollsters and pundits have overlooked—the politics is always emotional. 249 pages. S&S. Pub. at $25.99. 


2987038 THE INTIMIDATION GAME: How the Left Is SILENCING FREE SPEECH. By Kimberley Strassel. Provides a chilling expose of political scare tactics and overreach by the Left, including the targeting and harassment of Tea Party groups by the IRS, attacks on private citizens, their businesses, and their property in retribution for donating to political causes, and the weaponization by the Obama Administration of a host of government agencies. 396 pages. Twelve. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. 

2964058 THE GUTMAN MONOLOGUES: Classic Rants from The Five. By Greg Gutfeld. Fox News host Gutfeld brings together his favorite monologues together in one convenient and awesome package. Gutfeld offers his present day thoughts, which range in topics that he feels is what he got right (and wrong!). With new material in annotations and endnotes that bring these monologues into the current day. 298 pages. Threshold. Pub. at $19.95.

6921566 THE MAGA’S PRESIDENT: Nixon and the Mob. By Don Fulsom. Everyone knows about Richard Nixon’s criminal presidency, but few know that his shady dealings predate his election by 20 years. Drawing on newly released government tapes, documents, and interviews with Fulsom offers a truly researched account of Nixon’s connection to America’s top crime lords. 280 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99.


2998760 THE MPHONY OF FEAR: A Philosopher Looks at Our Political Crisis. By Martha C. Nussbaum. A well-known scholar analyzes the political standoff that has polarized American politics over the last decade and focuses on what so many pollsters and pundits have overlooked—the politics is always emotional. 249 pages. S&S. Pub. at $25.99.

2988776 THE HISTORY THEY DIDN’T TEACH YOU IN AMERICAN POLITICS 1776-1963: The Wartime Era and Cold War. By Donald Jeffries. History should answer the question behind the story. Jeffries spares no one and nothing in this explosive expose: Abraham Lincoln, Theodore Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, Franklin D. Roosevelt, and FDR’s liberal allies who alternated between confrontation and cooperation. Kovalik also explains how the five U.S. presidents who have presided over American lives while working with the five U.S. presidents who have presided over American lives. 

2915621 THE PLOT TO SCAPEGOAT RUSSIA: How the CIA and the Deep State Have Conspired to Destroy the Russian Government. By Dan N. Kovak. Reveals how the U.S. has provoked Russia, especially after the collapse of the USSR, squandering hope for peace and cooperation between the two nations, and how the two Americans have lost out from missed opportunity, and from decades of conflicts based on false premises. 210 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99.


6820751 HOW THE HELL DID THIS HAPPEN? The Election of 2016. By P.J. O’Rourke. O’Rourke analyzes his way through the debates and key primaries, campaign platforms, and presidential style to show us how Donald J. Trump happened to America. He also offers some fresh ideas for a better way to choose a president. 244 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $25.99. 

299783X USING GRAMSCI: A New Approach. By Michele Filippini. Including chapters on ideology, the individual, collective organisms, society, crisis and temporality, this volume is an excellent reference to Gramscian studies which will appeal to a broad audience of scholars and students across the social sciences. 174 pages. Pluto. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.


2938316 DEVIL’S BARGAIN: Steve Bannon, Donald Trump, and the Unhinge America. By Michael J. Green. No one played a more consequential role in causing the storm that led to President Trump than Steve Bannon. To understand Trump’s extraordinary rise, you have to begin here—with the story behind the partnership between Bannon and Trump.

5051297 THE RE: The Epic Ambition of Hitler and a Second Clinton Era. By Hugh Hewitt. Presents a scathing examination of the career of Hillary Clinton, warning readers of all political stripes why her victory would be ruinous to the nation. Compares it to a disease that will not be tolerated. 

3691322 CRIMES AND COVER-UPS IN AMERICAN POLITICS 1776-1963: The History They Didn’t Teach You in School. By Donald Jeffries. History should answer the question behind the story. Jeffries spares no one and nothing in this explosive expose: Abraham Lincoln, Theodore Roosevelt, Franklin D. Roosevelt, and FDR’s liberal allies who alternated between confrontation and cooperation.

See more titles at erhbc.com/818
See more titles at erhbc.com/818
American Political History

3763515 CHESTER A. ARTHUR: The Accidental President. By John M. Palford. Only fifteen years earlier he had been a member of the Union Army that defeated the Confederacy in the Civil War, Chester Arthur led the nation through one of the most dynamic stretches of its history. His quiet prudence and devotion enabled him to lead his party to victory in an era of a continent in crisis. This volume offers an intimate portrait of political intrigue at the highest levels. 294 pages. Basic. Pub. at $30.00 PRICE CUT to $17.95


287640X KENNEDY AND KING: The President, the Pastor, and the Battle over Civil Rights. By Steven Levingston. Illus. 511 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $28.00 PRICE CUT to $3.95

2980533 THEODORE ROOSEVELT FOR THE DEFENSE: America’s Ambassadors to Japan, Josep h Cribb. Theodore Roosevelt for the Defense. Photos. 306 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

2980534 PUTIN: His Downfall and Russia’s Coming Crash. By Richard Lauren. Leadership at the highest levels of politics, the Kremlin, and society. Put in place in light of the opportunities, and probable future moves. Readers discover where Putin’s next land grab is likely to be and questions are asked and answered about Putin’s ambitions in the geopolitical arena; the role of the United States in the world. 306 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

6849552 HEIRS OF THE FOUNDERS. By James Kirchick. Pages. Regnery. Pub. at $27.99 PRICE CUT to $17.95

2972131 UPHEAVAL: Turning Points for Nations in Crisis. By Jared Diamond. The working of history on a grand scale. Diamond calls on his impressive background in many fields to explore the psychological and political forces that sustain and undermine civilizations. The result is an ambitious and entertaining book that is at once a sweeping history of human culture and an insightful examination of how civilizations rise and fall. Big book. 872 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

3731286 EMPIRE OF DEMOCRACY: The Remaking of the West since the Cold War, 1971-2017. By Simon Reid-Henry. The current stew of political crises across the liberal democratic West urges us to revisit the decades since the Cold War. Democracy is turning on its axis once again. As Reid-Henry’s panoramic history poignantly reminds us, the choices we make going forward will determine our future, and our place in the world where we have been. 865 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95


International Political History

3721931 THE END OF EUROPE: Dictators, Demagogues, and the Coming Dark Age. By James Kirchick. The old pathologies of anti-Semitism, paranoia, and shrewd nationalism are threatening to tear the European postwar consensus apart. Based on extensive firsthand reporting, this account is a provocative, detail-rich account of a continent in crisis. The German political system, the rise of right-wing extremism, and the future of Europe’s democratic institutions. This volume is essential background reading for understanding the roots of this foreign policy dilemma. 380 pages. Naval Institute. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

3749958 IN THE CAUCALON: Terror, Treachery, and the American Ambassador’s Struggle to Avoid Pearl Harbor. By Leo. The full story of America’s ambassador to Japan, Joseph Grew and his efforts to avoid war. Readers are presented a compelling narrative of how militaristic policies of Imperial Japan collided with President Roosevelt’s determination to punish Axis aggression in the Far East. 380 pages. Naval Institute. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95


2826933 A NATION WITHOUT BORDERS: The United States and Its World in an Age of Civil Wars, 1830-1910. By Steven Hahn. SHOPWORN. Illus. 596 pages. Viking. Pub. at $35.00 $5.95

Politicians, Royalty & Revolutions


3782115 HOLDING THE LINE: Inside Trump’s Pentagon with Secretary Mattis. By Guy M. Snodgrass. A must-read for anyone who cares about the presidency and America’s national security. It’s filled with never-before-told stories that will both alarm and reassure, a testament to the quiet and steady efforts of General Mattis and the Clonuts and their allies. Here he provides a firsthand account of the scandals—known and unknown—and daily trials ranging from the national security crisis to the time. 335 pages. Sentinel. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95

6745261 CRISIS OF CHARACTER. By Gary J. Byrne with G.M. Schmidt. While serving as a Secret Service officer, Gary Byrne protected President Bill Clinton and the First Family. He personally witnessed the political and personal machinations of the Clintons and their allies. Here he provides a firsthand account of the scandals—known and unknown—and daily trials ranging from the national security crisis to the time. 335 pages. Sentinel. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95

American Foreign Policy

3730190 THE CHINA MISSION: George Marshall’s Unfinished War, 1945-1947. By Daniel Kurtz-Phelan. A spell binding narrative of the People’s Republic of China in October 1949 presented American foreign policy officials with two dilemmas: how to deal with the communist government on the mainland and what to do about Chiang Kai-shek, who continued to be based on Taiwan. This volume is an account of things to remember for understanding the roots of this foreign policy dilemma. 380 pages. Naval Institute. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/818
of democracy. The self-glorifying march of folly steps off at Democracy.

240 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

What does democratic failure look like in the twenty-first century? And what will Runciman helps us think about the previously unthinkable: what will become known through an “American accounting of American war criminals, that on terror and for the sake of our national soul, Post-9/11 War Crimes.

228 pages. Loughlin & K.C. Flora. Today’s media is filled with key examples of cases where the Supreme Court overstepped its constitutional powers. The ultimate remedy to the Supreme Court’s abuse of power is the ballot box.

276 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $27.00

It’s about how we live now, once “now” has become achievement: about the things we cannot know, explained as spiritual issues that we can solve today, and what we can do to prevent it. 301 pages. Harper. Pub. at $25.99.
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Current Events & Issues

2924579 DEEP STATE TARGET. By George Papadopoulos. As the author explains, American and Trump administration officials set out to destroy a Trump presidency before it even started. This is a shocking account of international spy games and covert maneuvers to remove Trump from office. 244 pages. Diversion. Pub. at $28.99

2998152 BRING THE WAR HOME. The Rise of Movement and Paramilitary America. By Kathleen Belew. Returning to a country ripped apart by a war they felt were not allowed to win, a small group of Vietnam veterans and disgruntled civilians who shared their virulent anti-communism and potent sense of betrayal concluded that waging war on their own country was justified.

Below tells the story of American militarism and the birth of the right in this thought-provoking examination. 339 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $19.95

$3757487 OPIUM: How an Ancient Flower Shaped and Poisoned Our World. By J.H. Harperin & D. Blisstein. Tells the extraordinary true story of how the world arrived in today’s crisis of opioid addiction. The authors disentangle the deeply interconnected patterns of greed and evil stereotypes served to the world through the nature’s most addictive painkillers into a source of unspeakable pain. Color illus. 328 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $29.00

2986930 RETURN OF THE STRONG GODS: Nationalism, Populism, and the Future of the West. By B.R. Reino. After the staggering back to back world wars, the West embraced the ideal of the “open society,” that by liberating ourselves from the old arrangements to which we were bound, we could build a prosperous world without borders. Reino argues here that the populist and nationalist sentiments that are upping politics in America and Europe are a sign that the consensus is breaking down. 182 pages. Gateway. Pub. at $28.99

$268911 FAULT LINES: A History of the United States Since 1974. By K.M. Kruse & J.E. Zelizer. If you were asked when America became polarized, your answer would likely depend on your age. For leading historians Zelizer and Kruse, in this study, they reveal how the divisions of the present day began almost five decades ago, and how they were widened thanks to profound changes in our political system. 16 pages of photos. Norton. Pub. at $19.95

2983818 HOW TO LOSE A COUNTRY: The 7 Steps from Democracy to Dictatorship. By Ece Temelkuran. This impassioned plea is a warning to the world that the future of democracy and nationalism don’t exist fully-formed; they creep. Temelkuran identifies the early-warning signs of this phenomenon sprouting up across the world, in order to define a global pattern and arm us with the tools to resist. 282 pages. Fourth Estate. Pub. at $27.99

$3698506 SAND AND BLOOD: America’s Stealth War on the Mexico Border. By John Carlos Frey. Frey takes readers to the Border Patrol outposts, unmarked graves, detention centers, and theioxes and border of the U.S. Mexico border. A frightening, essential story that reveals the war against immigrants has been escalating for decades fueled by defense contractors, lobbyists, politicians and spin-doctored journalists. 250 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $24.95

$3786242 WE ARE INDIFFERENT: A Blueprint for Democracy After Trump. By L. Greenberg & E. Levin. This is a story of a democracy under threat and a movement rising up to respond. The authors explain how to make Congress listen, how to build power together, and how to win. This title is for anyone worried about the state of democracy in America and wondering, what more can I do? 347 pages. Atria. Pub. at $27.00

$378617X THE FIRST: How to Think About Hate Speech, Campus Speech, Religious Speech, Fake News, Post-Truth, and Donald Trump. By Lawrence Lessig. A Harvard law professor charts the rise of America’s modern disinformation age and debunks political narrative, American democracy is a battle between the partisan forces: and describes the disarray inside the bureau. 272 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $21.95

$3820106 CROSSFIRE HURRICANE: Inside Donald Trump’s War on the FBI. By Josh Campbell. Readers are taken behind the scenes of the earliest days of the Russia investigation, code name: Crossfire Hurricane, up to the present. The author reveals fresh details about this tumultuous period, explains how the FBI goes about its business, and how power brokers, and the partisan forces: and describes the disarray inside the bureau. 272 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $21.95

377760X THEY DON’T REPRESENT US: Reclaiming Our Democracy. By Lawrence Lessig. A Harvard law professor charts the ways in which the public, the courts, and the corporate world today are using media, especially our increasingly fractious media, respond to normal public interest. This urgent call to arms, offers a far-reaching platform for reform that could save our democracy and make it work for us all. 320 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $26.99

$3969218 THE 100-Year War Between Monopoly Power and Democracy. By Matt Stoller. In Stoller’s provocative new book, one of America’s foremost economists demonstrates that the key to our economic and political future lies in understanding the real power structure that is controlling us. The author takes readers behind the scenes to understand the agency’s history and today’s tasked with protecting our Presidents, and their families. Given this important mission, world stability rests upon the shoulders of its members. 320 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $16.00

$2659226 SECRETS OF THE SECRET SERVICE. By Gary J. Byrne with G.M. Schwarzer. One of America’s most decorated service officer Byrne takes readers behind the scenes to understand the agency’s history and today’s security failures; that he believes puts American at risk. 296 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00

3149998 RADICALS CHASING UTOPIA: Inside the Rogue Movements Trying to Change the World. By Jamie Bartlett. The authors explain the corporate ambitions of Google, Facebook, Apple, and Amazon are trampling long-standing, liberal values, especially intellectual property and privacy. By reclaiming our privacy, America today may be extreme, but these groups are challenging what is possible and previewing the world to come. 392 pages. Nation Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

3740777 WORLD WITHOUT MIND: The Existential Threat of Big Tech. By Franklin Foer. Argues that the corporate ambitions of Google, Facebook, Apple, and Amazon are trampling long-standing, liberal values, especially intellectual property and privacy. By reclaiming our privacy, America today may be extreme, but these groups are challenging what is possible and previewing the world to come. 257 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. PRICE CUT to $8.49

691327X TWILIGHT OF AMERICAN SANITY: A Psychiatrist Analyzes the Age of Trump. By Alan Frances. One of America’s foremost experts on psychiatric diagnosis presents his profound and unsettling analysis of the national psyche, explaining how the rise of Donald Trump as darkly symptomatic of a deeper social distress. An essential work for understanding our national crisis—and finding a way forward. 326 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. PRICE CUT to $1.95

2933413 I’M FROM THE GOVERNMENT AND I’M HERE TO KILL YOU: The True Human Cost of Official Negligence. By David Michaels. How America has come to this point in time when American courts have misconstrued and expanded the old legal concept of sovereign immunity. The result is a crisis that has led to the rise of legal systems that allows official negligence to escape legal consequences and paradoxically punishes an agency if it tries to secure public safety. 248 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. PRICE CUT to $1.95

2965488 THE TROUBLE WITH DIVERSITY: How We Learned to Love Identity and Ignore Inequality. By Walter Benn Michaels. In this provocative look at America’s growing economic divide, Michaels demonstrates that commitments to diversity fail to offer a premise for social justice, and in fact, legitimize the economic divide. A drive into inequality, rather than offering a resistance or even a critique. 258 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

$3487998 PRICE CUT to $2.95

6831613 WEAPONIZED LIIES: How to Think Critically in the Post-Truth Era. By Daniel J. Levitin. Shows how corporate and government officials, and their stories can mislead, and reveals the ways lying weasels use lies. What makes lies dangerous is the certainty with which people are able to commit to the truth and make it work for us all. 224 pages. Doubleday. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

$2659226 SECRETS OF THE SECRET SERVICE. By Gary J. Byrne with G.M. Schwarzer. One of America’s most decorated service officer Byrne takes readers behind the scenes to understand the agency’s history and today’s security failures; that he believes puts American at risk. 296 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00

$2659226 SECRETS OF THE SECRET SERVICE. By Gary J. Byrne with G.M. Schwarzer. One of America’s most decorated service officer Byrne takes readers behind the scenes to understand the agency’s history and today’s security failures; that he believes puts American at risk. 296 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00
Social Customs & Pop Culture


* 2943700 THE BEDROOM: An Intimate History. By Michelle Perrot. 317 pages. Yale Pub. at $30.00 PRICE CUT to $19.95


6957994 GOOD OLD DAYS LIVE IT AGAIN 1950. Ed. by Barb Springer. Fully illus., mostly in color. 128 pages. Annie's. $9.49/$6.99, 2/$2.95


2785889 DOMESTIC INTIMACIES: Incest and the Liberal Subject in Nineteenth-Century America. By Brian Connolly. Illus. 294 pages. UPaP. Pub. at $45.00 $2.95


Catastrophes & Disasters

2934973 WACO, REVISED EDITION: A Survivor’s Story. By David Thibodeau et al. In this compelling account, Thibodeau portrays two iconic characters of the age: George Fullum, who assassinated a fortune by making train travel a pleasure, and Eugene Clark, the man who brought about the birth of the social union. This look back at a violent conflict of an earlier era offers illuminating perspectives along with a breathtaking story of a nation on the edge. 308 pages. Lyons & Burford. Pub. at $28.99 $16.95

2864068 TWELVE DAYS OF TERROR: Inside the Shocking 1916 New Jersey Shark Attacks. By Richard F. Germaina. In twelve days, four swimmers were violently and fatally mauled in separate shark attacks, and a fifth narrowly escaped with his life. Fully presents a riveting narrative of investigation, and scientific analysis of these terrifying days against the colorful backdrop of America in 1916. 32 pages of photos. 298 pages. Lyons & Burford. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

3750153 PLAGUE, FEAR, AND POLITICS IN SAN FRANCISCO’S CHINATOWN. By Guenter B. Risse. Lasting four years, the plague in San Francisco’s Chinatown reclaimed racial prejudices, particularly among the Chinese, to its district, and created new tensions among local, state and federal public health officials quarreling over the presence of the Oriental. A riveting insight into the clash of Western cultures in a time of a medical emergency. Photos. 371 pages. Johns Hopkins. $42.95 $6.95

372123X THE HAMLET FIRE: A Tragic Story of Food, Farm and Fire. By Bryant Simon. In September, 1991, a chicken processing factory in Hamlet, North Carolina, burst into flames. Twenty-five people perished behind the gates of the plant. The authors give a disturbing social autopsy of a town, a nation, and a time that shows how cheap labor, cheap government, and cheap food came together in a way that sent tragedy. 303 pages. New Horizon. $26.95

376916X RISING WATER: The Story of the Thai Cave Rescue. By Marc Aronson. The author brings to life the story of twelve young members of a soccer team who were trapped in a flooded cave, that gripped the world. This account is both a nail biting adventure and a much needed reminder of a world threatened not by natural skill, but separated by boundaries. Color photos. 148 pages. Antheneum. $17.99 $5.95


3772963 THE SILVER BRIDGE DISASTER of 1967: Images of America. By Stephan G. Bullard et al. Under the guidance of the Point Pleasant Museum as a launching point, the authors weave together period photographs and firsthand eyewitness accounts to create the first minute by minute history of an unthinkable disaster, a remarkable group of men, and the raging wildfires that threaten our country’s treasured wilderness. Photos. 273 pages. Flatiron Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95


293906X THE 1935 REPUBLICAN RIVER FLOOD. By Joy Hayden. The author reveals the historic disaster that occurred on March 10, 1935, when the Republican River burst its banks in a matter if minutes. The greatest flood to hit the tri-state area of Colorado, Kansas and Nebraska in the past century rearranged beyond recognition and claimed more than one hundred casualties. Illus. 160 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95


* 3772306 DISASTER ON LAKE ERIE: The 1841 Wreck of the Steamship Erie. By Alvin F. Glick. On August 9, 1841, the steamship Erie cvamelled into Lake Erie near Buffalo, killing 134 passengers and crew. The loss of life was he barren and of the bow, which left 100 individuals were killed, creating America’s deadliest avalanche and train disaster in history. The authors offer an intimate look at the town, its people, the Great Northern Railroad Crew, and the disaster victims. Well illus. 221 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

SS0634 THE CRASH AT CRUSH, TEXAS: America’s Deadliest Publicity Stunt. By John E. Ebel. From discussing the 1836 so-called “Plight of the Texas Settlers” which was successful in convincing the government to extend mack land to the west, down to the train crash that killed 205 people and inspired a generation of Americans to take up the call of westward expansion. Photos. 305 pages. ECco. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

* 296967X FALL AND RISE: The Story of 9/11. By Mitchell Zuckoff. Masterfully weaves together the interrelated strands of the story of 9/11. From the traumas of the ground zero, the families, the stories of heroes and the unexpected personal stories. Photos. 409 pages. ECco. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

3772961 THE 1910 WESTINGHOUSE DISASTER. By D. Cuyler & R. Fletcher. On March 1, 1910, an avalanche swept away the tracks and passengers aboard two trains as well as the 530 people. This is the story of how 100 individuals were killed, creating America’s deadliest avalanche and train disaster in history. Photos. 448 pages. ECco. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

377225X THE WRECK OF THE NAVAL AIRSHIP USS SHENANDOAH: Images of America. By Jerry Copas. The gripping story of the USS Shenandoah, which was the pride of the American Navy in 1925 and America’s first dirigible. It took more than a year for the aviation community to recover from the crash of the Shenandoah in the Midwest, the ship was ripped to pieces by a violent storm killing fourteen crew members, including Lt. Comdr Zachary Lansdowne, who remained at his post to the very end. Well illus. 127 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.97 $17.95

3778258 A STORY OF CIVILIZATION IN 50 DISASTERS. By Gale Eaton. A white-knuckled journey through disasters and catastrophes from antiquity to the present leading readers to recognize how humankind has survived. And yet, as Eaton makes clear, civilization has advanced not just in spite of disasters, but in part because of them. Well illus. 350 pages. Lyons & Burford. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3689308 WE FED AN ISLAND: The True Story of Rebuilding Puerto Rico, One Meal at a Time. By Jose Andrés with R. Wolff. Based on Andrés’s insider’s take as well as firsthand experience, Andrés tells the story of how he and his team came together to rebuild Puerto Rico, the authors movingly describe how a network of community kitchens activated real change and tells an extraordinary story of hope in the face of disasters both natural and man-made. Photos. 270 pages. ECco. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

2887741 NEW ENGLAND EARTHQUAKES: The Surprising History of Seismic Activity in the Northeast. By John E. Ebel. From discussing the 1836 so-called “Plight of the Texas Settlers” which was successful in convincing the government to extend mack land to the west, down to the train crash that killed 205 people and inspired a generation of Americans to take up the call of westward expansion. Photos. 305 pages. ECco. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/818
Limited Quantity 🌟 2939746 THE FIVE: The Untold Lives of the Women Killed by Jack the Ripper. By Daniel Simon with N. Sacco. The startling and sensational true story of the events that led to the 1888 murder spree in London, unearthing the little-known stories of the women who were systematically eliminated by the “Vampire of Dusseldorf” and the “Zodiac Killer.” McQueen shows us their lives as they were led to their deaths. Historical, political, and personal, this is the definitive account of one of the worst serial killers in human history. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00 💰 $6.95

Limited Quantity 🌟 6987451 DANGEROUS ATTRACTION. By Robert Scott. After Katrina Montgomery was murdered by Justin Merriman in 1992, he was able to escape into the cold case of Katrina’s murder, they found what they needed for a jury to decide he should be held in lethal injection. Photos. 255 pages. Pinnacle. Pub. at $9.99 💰 $3.95

2982625 UNNECESSARY ROUGHNESS: Inside the Trial and Final Days of Aaron Hernandez. By Jose Baez with G. Willis. With revelations about Aaron’s personal life that weren’t shared at trial, and an exploration of the stunning Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy diagnosis revealed by his autopsy, Baez’s narrative is a startling courtroom drama and an unexpected portrait of a fallen talent and teammate. Illus. 272 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00 💰 $6.95

2931028 H.H. HOLMES: The True History of the White City Devil. By Adam Seizer. The first comprehensive examination of the life and career of a murderer who has been thoroughly researched and painstakingly brought to life, this is the accurate account of H.H. Holmes diabolical killing spree during the 1893 World’s Fair in Chicago. 16 pages of illus. 440 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.99 💰 $5.95

2842092 THE VALENTINO AFFAIR. By Colin Evans. In 1922, Rudolph Valentino took the world by storm as the star of The Sheik. But few of his fans knew that the silent screen legend started out by escaping a dirty secret. This is the story of an heinously sordid and tragically cruel murder. 320 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $18.99 💰 $3.95

3682701 JOHN WAYNE GACY, REVISED: Defending a Monster. By S.L. Amairante & D. Broderick. The author, Amairante, follows the events that lead him to become the defense attorney of one of America’s most disturbing serial killers. This new edition, which contains updated material about the case, recounts the gruesome killings and the famous trial that showed the world photos of Gacy’s victims. 426 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 💰 $5.95

2896028 THE WORLD’S BLOODIEST HISTORY: Massacres, Genocide, and the Scars They Left on Civilization. By Joseph Cummins. Recounts some of the most horrifying episodes of the past and investigates the causes and consequences of these events. From the Romans in 146 BC abducting young boys in the city of Corinth and conquering peoples and instead slaughtering thousands to the 1994 Rwandan massacre, every gruesome detail is laid out to illustrate the worst humanity has to offer. Illus., some in color. 304 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.99 & $19.99 💰 $5.95

2877710 GUNS OF OUTLAWS: Weapons of the American Bad Man. By Gary & Janet Souler. From Colonial era rifles carried on the cowboys of the Old West to John Dillinger’s machine gun, the figure of the American outlaw is inseparable from the outlaw’s weapon of choice. The authors explore both the mystique and the reality of the guns of the American West and provide a look at the firearms they used. Illus., some in color. 272 pages. Crestline. Pub. at $14.99 💰 $4.95

328925X CONSPIRACIES DECLASSIFIED: The Skeptoid Guide to the Truth Behind the Lies. By Joe Nickell. Nickell’s guide to the rundown on fifty famous conspiracies throughout history. From JFK’s assassination and the Camelot Project to chemtrails and Mayan prophecies, the book explores the paranoid theories that thrive online and provide a look at the truths behind them. Crestline. Pub. at $14.99 💰 $4.95

4389981 UFOs IN WARTIME: What They Didn’t Want You to Know. By Jack Shuler. Accounts of hovering objects when war is imminent reach back as far as AD 312 when seen by Roman Emperor Constantine I as he led his troops to battle. This study examines UFOs in WWI, UFOs flying over Normandy on D-Day, in Vietnam, and over the battlegrounds of the Middle East. Photos. 294 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $7.99 💰 $3.95

3807959 THIN BLUE LIE: The Failure of High-Tech Policing. By Matt Stroud. A wide-ranging investigation of how supposedly transformative technologies adopted by law enforcement have actually made policing worse—lazier, more reckless, and more discriminatory. 255 pages. Metropolitan. Pub. at $28.00 💰 $5.95


3812215 THE WORST PSYCHOPATHS: The Most Devastating Killers in History. By Victor McQueen. A look at history’s most notorious killers, seeking to show how their life stories illustrate classic psychopathic personality traits. Though all are morally despicable, many of these individuals were charming and charismatic. This book will usually the person you would least suspect. 181 pages. Pomegranate. Pub. at $9.95 💰 $3.95

6772761 THE VIRGIN MARY CONSPIRACY. The True Father of Christ and Jesus’s Virgin Birth. By Graham Phillips.(Unravels the truth behind a centuries-old ecclesiastical cover-up and discovers what may be Mary’s final resting place.) In this bold new research, the author also discovers another controversial theory revealing that Jesus was the son of Antipater, the son of Herod. Photos. 280 pages. Bear & Company. Pub. at $18.95 💰 $5.95


3754165 IN HER PRIME: The Murder of a Political Star. By Glenn Puit. Chronicles the case of Kathy Augustine, one of Nevada’s most promising politicians. Her (fourth) husband, Chaz Higgs, called 911 on July 8, 2006, to report that his wife wasn’t breathing. Her death was not due to natural causes. 342 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $7.99 💰 $3.95


2898395 CHASING PHIL. By David Howard. Two FBI agents, J.J. Wedick and Jack Brennan embark on one of the agency’s first white collar undercover sting. Their target was the charismatic, globe trotting con man Phil Kitzler, who swindled millions of dollars. This is a thrilling true crime caper, bursting with colorful characters and awash in 70s glamor. Photos. 371 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00 💰 $4.95

3961015 MASS KILLERS: The Inside of Men Who Murder. By David J. Krajicek. In this riveting examination Krajicek explores the troubled minds of mass killers through their own words. He shows the bonds between mass shooters, and describes the p ills of past shooters and why he believes these troubled men to commit atrocities. Krajicek argues that it’s crucial to be able to read the signals they give. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95


379958 HUNTING EL CHAPO: The Inside Story of the American Lawman Who Captured the World’s Most-Wanted Drug Lord. By A. J. Feigenbaum & W. D. D. Century. This account follows Hogan as he leads a white-knuckle manhunt with an elite brigade of trusted Mexican marines, piling into military helicopters, armored cars, and Speedboats to capture El Chapo. Hogan’s journey through the cartel’s stronghold of Sinaloa to track down the elusive and ruthless kingpin before he escapes justice once again. 16 pages of color photos. 339 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95"
**3774376 MURDER IN BATTLE CREEK: The Mysterious Death of Daisy Zick.** By Blaine L. Pardee. On a bitterly cold morning in January 1963, Daisy Zick was brutally murdered in her Battle Creek home. No fewer than three witnesses caught a glimpse of the killer and the crime. Why? This question and more are masterfully brought to the forefront for true crime fans and armchair detectives alike. Photos. 160 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**327305 ECHO OF DISTANT FIRE: The 1938 Disappearance of Portland’s Martin Family.** By J.B. Fisher. Through a series of serendipitous encounters, Fisher obtained a wealth of first-hand and never-before-publicized information about the case of the disappearance of Portland’s Martin family—including the personal notebooks and papers of Multnomah County Sheriff’s Detective Walter E. Grant, who always believed they were victims of homicide. 156 pages. Tine Day. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**3699412 OBELEKS: Towers of Power.** By David Hatcher Childress. Takes the reader on an amazing journey through the history of the obelisk and the probable purpose as an energy tower. With discussions on Tesla’s wireless power, and the use of obelisks as gigantic acupuncture needles for earth. Childress shows us that the ancients were trying to achieve with their mysterious obelisks. Well illus., some in color. 326 pages. Adventures Unlimited. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00

**2966686 THE DARKEST PLACES: Unsolved Myths, True Crimes, and Harrowing Disasters in the Wild.** By Helga. Outside Magazine. On the surface, at least, the only thing the subjects of these stories, murder, violence, disappearances, and general mayhem, share is an extreme compulsion to stay inside. Go deeper, and you’ll discover that these pieces reveal hidden truths about the natural world and ponder the yin and yang realities of the natural world. 245 pages. Falcon. Pub. at $26.95


**6856462 BLACK DALIA AVENGER.** By Steve Hodel. In an account that parallels that of both L.A. Confidential and the film Hollywoodland, Biegenwald details the corruption it exposes and the insight it offers into a serial killer’s mind. Hodel demonstrates that there was a massive police cover-up to suppress the identity of the murder, who was a local bullfighter, and marks the book as the definitive account of the killer and the author’s own father. Photos. 530 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**3707849 UNDER THE BRIDGE: The True Story of the Murder of Reena Virk.** By Rebecca Godfrey. Takes the reader into the hidden world of teen murder. The Canadian teenager criminals of the 1980s and early 1990s tell of what they know about the girl who was a serial killer, yet today, it remains an unsolved crime. Photos. 258 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00


**3696243 AMERICAN PREDATOR: The Hunt for the Most Meticulous Serial Killer of All Time.** By Dean A. Haycock. Captivated how Israel Keys was a mastermind predator. He could go undetected by law enforcement for more than a decade, the author began to dig into the case of the man who would come to be known as the " Penalty Killer." She tried to understand what it was that this killer, who left a path of monstrous, randomly committed crimes in his wake. 285 pages. Viking. Pub. at $27.00

**3778444 JACK THE RIPPER’S NEW TESTAMENT: Occultism and Bible Mania in 1888.** By Blaine L. Pardee. In 1888, the hoodlums, hucksters, and racketeers of Prohibition Philadelphia sold bootleg booze, peddled illicit drugs, ran numbers and operated prostitution-old European rings. Bringing to light forgotten characters, the authors chronicle the underworld of Philadelphia in the interwar era. Fully illus. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**4389441 PSYCHO USA: Famous American Killers You Never Heard Of.** By Harold Schechter. For every celebrity psychopath who’s gotten ink for spilling blood, there’s a bevy of all-too-human psychos quietly studying the bloody margins of U.S. history. This absolutely riveting true-crime treasury showcases these illus. 396 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**381257X AUSTRALIAN HEIST.** By James Phelps. This thrilling and fast-paced modern take on one of the most extraordinary episodes in Australian history re-creates the events and tells the full story of how eight men planned and executed the 1962 robbery—and what happened to the 77 kilograms of stolen gold. Illus. 350 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

**3786951 HIGHWAY OF TEARS.** By Jessica McDiarmid. For decades, Indigenous women and girls have gone missing or been found murdered along an isolated stretch of road across British Columbia. McDiarmid meticulously investigates how systemic racism and indifference have created a climate in which Indigenous women and girls are over-policed. 331 pages. University of British Columbia Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

**3770271 SOLVING THE WEST PALM BEACH MURDER OF JEFFREY HEAGERTY.** By Graham Brunk. One Saturday night in 1984, nineteen year old Jeffery Heagerty disappeared from the club he and his friends were at, only for his body to be found the next day, and his missing car a month later. The investigation into the murder, until the solution came from two unexpected sources, as detailed in this riveting narrative. Photos. 119 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99

**6801781 ALL-AMERICAN MURDERER: The Rise and Fall of Aaron Hernandez, the NFL Star Who Murdered His Own Family.** By James Patterson et al. Who transformed New England Patriots tight end Aaron Hernandez into a first-round pick and convicted him of murder? The answer is shockingly simple. From the interwoven stories of the world’s most popular thriller writer, this true crime work examines his conviction and probes the mystery of his own untimely and shocking death. 36 pages of color photos. 386 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00

**6729444 THE FORBIDDEN ARCHAEOLOGIST: The Atlantis Rising Magazine Columns of Michael A. Cremo.** By Michael A. Cremo. In 2001-2009. Their primary focus: extreme human antiquity. He argues that, while most scientologists have the world in their sights for some 200,000 years, we actually go back millennia—perhaps to the beginnings of life itself. 244 pages. Towerlight. Pub. at $21.95

**2939118 TYRANNICAL MINDS: Psychological Profiling, Narcissism, and the Zodiac Murders.** By Deana A. Haycock. An incisive examination into the pairing of psychology and situation that creates despicable leaders. Haycock reveals howrecipes of success can provide insight into these leaders’ motivations and actions, potentially allowing us to predict their behavior and even stop them. Photos. Some color. 319 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
**598655 THE DISAPPEARANCE OF PERCY FAWCETT: And Other Famous Vanishings.** By James Hamilton. The true story of some attempts to provide clarity and background on several individuals’ unexplained departures. Percy Fawcett, Amelia Earhart, noted author Andrew D. Azar, Judge Joseph Force Crater, famed adventurer Richard Halliburton, and others have disappeared mysteriously. This account examines and documents each case in an attempt to tie together some of the loose ends. Photos. 117 pages. Racepoint. Pub. at $16.00. **PRICE CUT to $11.99.**

**265490 A DEATH WITH THE DEVIL: The Dark and Twisted True Story of One of the Biggest Cons in History.** By Ellis & M. Hicken. Intrigued by reports claiming the elderly and emotionally vulnerable around the world were mailing money they could ill afford to the person they considered their Guardian Angel, journalists Ellis and Hicken decided to dig deeper. What they stumbled upon turned out to be one of the longest running cons in history. 290 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.99. **PRICE CUT to $16.99.**


**288963 THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF THE RIPPER.** By James Camac. This recently discovered memoir from the 1920s introduces a new suspect to the Jack the Ripper crimes. James Willoughby Camac, a little-known figure who claims to have been the Ripper. He describes the events with chilling accuracy, and includes details of the murders that appear to have been unavailable to the public at the time. 304 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. **PRICE CUT to $13.95.**

**294605X OHIO’S BLACK HAND SYNDICATE: The Birth of Organized Crime in America.** By D. Meyers & E.M. Walker. Organized crime was born in the back of a fruit store in Marion, Ohio. The story of the Black Hand terrorized nearly every major city. Soon the eyes of the world turned to Ohio, when the local Black Hand outfit known as the “Marion Garrison” went on a public rampage on the eve of one of America’s most baffling mysteries. 306 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $26.99. **PRICE CUT to $19.95.**

**324435 IN THE VALLEYS OF THE NOBLE BEYOND: In Search of the Sasquatch.** By John Zada. Sheds light on what our decades-long pursuit of the Sasquatch, also known in North America as Bigfoot, can tell us about ourselves; and includes new theories on what we may unknowingly back into our lives. Zada offers a compassionate and gripping exploration of the history of the Sasquatch, dark, deadly, and most secretive of the world’s greatest mysteries. 192 pages. Chartwell. Pub. at $17.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95.**

**2985500 PAST CRIMES: Archaeological & Historical Evidence for Ancient Misdeeds.** By Julie Willemen. From the murder of a Neanderthal man to bank fraud in the 19th century, via ancient laws about religion and morality and the changes in social conditions and attitudes, a wide range of cases are included—some terrible, some amusing, and some of ancient remains remain very fascinating. Illus. 188 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95. **PRICE CUT to $17.95.**
**2994896 HAUNTED PENNSYLVANIA, SECOND EDITION: Ghosts and Strange Phenomena of the Keystone State.** By M. Nesbit & P.A. Wilson. You may know of the ghosts of Gettysburg and the legendary Joe Magarac, but perhaps you haven’t heard about a certain man who was murdered on Penn State’s Mont Alto campus and continues to visit her old room; Sprout Lake, the Sleepy Hollow of Pennsylvania; and more. 145 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. 

**2931988 THE BIG BOOK OF PENNSYLVANIA GHOST STORIES.** By M. Nesbit & P.A. Wilson. From apparitions of fires and soldiers struggling in the cold at Valley Forge to ghouls and children stalking Gettysburg Dormitories, these stories of strange occurrences in the Keystone State are sure to send a chill up your spine. 357 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. 

**4644816 GHOST STORIES OF LONDON.** By Edith T arr. Jolly Old England shows it’s dark side with these eerie true stories. Meet the gorgeous 17th-century specter who haunts Blenheim Palace; the Egyptian mummy who brings death and mischief to the British Museum; the long-dead earl who carries his head around Holland House; and more. 224 pages. Ghost Story Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. 


**2931928 THE BIG BOOK OF WEST VIRGINIA GHOST STORIES.** By Rosemary Ellen Guiley. From the headless ghosts of Munsey and the drowning of the doomed spirits of the Trans-Allegheny Lunatic Asylum, there’s no shortage of bone-chilling tales from the Mountain State to keep you on the edge of your seat. 280 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. 

**293613X HAUNTED SALEM: Strange Phenomena in the Witch City.** By Rosemary Ellen Guiley. The author takes you on a supernatural tour of Salem. Readers are given the full tale of the spine-tingling stories from the Buckeye State. By Charles A. Stiansfield, Jr. Prepare to have chills when you read about the Buckeye State’s most haunted spots in America, from pre-colonial settlements to modern times, the tales of every era of its history are often dark and sometimes bloody. Thompson takes the reader on a spooky journey that regularly manifests on the estate. Photos. 212 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. 

**2928327 THE HORRORS OF FOX HOLLOW FARM: Unraveling the History & Hauntings of a Serial Killer’s Home.** By Richard Estep with R. Graves. Provides detailed insights from the original criminal investigation as well as the perspectives of the man who survived Herb Baumeister’s attempt on his life. This chilling account also features compelling evidence of the disobedied hands and voices that regularly manifest on the estate. Photos. 212 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. 

**292863X THE BIG BOOK OF MISSOURI GHOST STORIES.** By Troy Taylor. From a headless ghost who stalks the aptly named Murder Rocks to a large hairy monster that roams the banks of the Missouri River, there’s no shortage of bone-chilling tales from this state to keep you up at night! 278 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. 

**2929613 THE BIG BOOK OF ILLINOIS GHOST STORIES.** By Troy Taylor. Shines a light in the dark corners of Illinois and scours those spirits out of hiding. From a gallow’s tree in Greene County where an apparition can still be seen hanging six feet above the ground, to the ghostly apparition of warning mobsters, these stories of strange occurrences will keep you glued to the edge of your seat. 373 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. 

**2929621 THE BIG BOOK OF MARYLAND GHOST STORIES.** By Ed Konowicz. From apparitions of strange noises and phenomena at the battleground of Antietam, these stories of strange occurrences in Maryland will keep you on edge. 417 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. 

**2936105 HAUNTED MARYLAND: Ghosts and Strange Phenomena of the Old Line State.** By M. Nesbit. Maryland’s past is long and haunted, filled with stories of strange creatures, spectral presences, and mysterious events. This is a collection of those stories including the haunting of Callicum Farm; The Vengeful Ghost of Bigg Lizz; America’s Most Haunted Lighthouse, and Stackpole. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95. 

**293214X THE BIG BOOK OF VIRGINIA GHOST STORIES.** By B.T. & B.T. Jr. From poltergeists that make trouble at Blue Ridge Pottery to a phantom light on Holston Mountain and specters haunting the battlefield of Cedar Creek, there’s no shortage of bone-chilling tales from the Old Dominion State to keep you up at night! 373 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. 

**2972551 HAUNTS OF THE WHITE CITY: Haunted America.** By Ursula Bielski. At the turn of the twentieth century, Chicago offered the world a glimpse of humanity’s most breathtaking possibilities and its most jaw-dropping horrors. From posh mansions to lowly tenements, from drowned quarries of a forest preserve, Bielski follows the dark undercurrents beneath the country’s most electrifying city. 268 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. 


**6881459 THE LITTLE BOOK OF GHOSTS.** By Paul Adams. This spine chilling volume features intriguing, obscure and strange trivia about all things that go bump in the night. Adams has compiled fascinating stories of haunted houses and castles, parks and woods, highways, phantoms, animals, royal ghosts, angry poltergeists and haunted objects. Illus. 188 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. 

**2972446 GHOSTS OF THE QUAD CITIES: Haunted America.** By M. McCarty & M. McLaughlin. Divided by state lines and the Mississippi River, the Quad Cities share a common history hanging about the area—grand haunted lore from this vibrant Midwestern community, and bring their stories to the curious reader. Photos. 112 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99. 


**2913445 GEORGIA GHOSTS.** By Nancy Rand. From the Peachtree to the Peachtree State. Fr om haunted college towns and opera houses to tales of werewolves that roam the countryside, no other collection covers the state as completely as this volume. Photos. 267 pages. John F. Blair. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. 

**2977395 HAUNTED SOUTHERN MARYLAND: Haunted Annapolis!** The capital of Maryland is one of the most haunted spots in America, from pre-colonial settlements to modern times, the tales of every era of its history are often dark and sometimes bloody. Thompson takes the reader on a spooky journey through Southern Maryland. Photos. 112 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99. 

**2977257 HAUNTED PHOENIX: Haunted America.** By Debe Branning. The booming, modern metropolis of Phoenix is a city filled with the ghosts of its past. Discover the legends surrounding the Holohokam Pyramid and learn about the spirits of the Smurwahle House, and take a peek inside the Mystery Castle and more. The author takes you on a chilling tour of Phoenix’s most haunted locations. Photos. 139 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99. 


**2990563 HAUNTED NORTH CAROLINA, SECOND EDITION: Ghosts and Strange Phenomena of the Tar Heel State.** By Patty A. Wilson. Things that go bump in the night, disembodied voices, an icy hand on your shoulder, let your imagination run wild as you read about North Carolina’s most extraordinary apparitions, sinister规格s, and bizarre beasts. Read about the 250 year old curse on the old town of Bath, the ghost ship Crissie White, and more. 153 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95.
**376075 THE BIG BOOK OF NEW JERSEY GHOST STORIES.** By P.A. Martelli & C.A. Stanfield Jr. The exploits of pirates and pillagers, patriots, and a president all make appearances in the Garden State. There are tales of haunted theaters, bridges, and a mini-metropolis. The Atlantic City's famed Boardwalk is trod by at least two ghosts. This is a frightening collection of more than 180 chilling accounts. 276 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**297100 SPOOKY YORK, PENNSYLVANIA.** By S.D. Butcher & D. Roseberry. Take a ghostly tour of York, Pennsylvania, to learn about myths, legends, and ghost stories that haunt the town. Visit ghosts at the Goodridge House on a stop at the Underground Railroad. Whether wildcraft, murder, or the gates of Hell, York is full of stories to make your blood run cold. 332 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

**PRICE CUT TO $4.95**

**3738121 HAUNTED NEW YORK CITY: Ghosts and Strange Phenomena of the Big Apple.** By Cheri Revai. New York City is home to ghosts and strange nighttime drives to the coast. Ghosts, witches, demons, spook lights, UFOs, and unexplained phenomena—there's all here! 106 pages. John F. Blair. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95

**3757250 HAUNTED EL RENO: Haunted America.** By T. McCoy & W. Wilson. The red brick walls of downtown El Reno, Oklahoma, have soaked up their fair share of history and secrets. Included are accounts of ghosts from the Centre Theatre to the Fort Reno Cemetery, the authors catalog El Reno's most fascinating haunted lore. Photos. 112 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

**PRICE CUT TO $14.95**

**3727519 HAUNTED HOTELS OF SOUTHERN COLORADO: Haunted America.** By Nancy Williams. The footsteps of生死 kings, grizzled miners and sleek saloon girls faded, but their dark shadows still whisper in the halls and glide silently down the stairs. Williams revisits the unbridled revelry, scandalous romps and grand gala affairs that characterized the unique hotels where the Williams revisits the unbridled revelry, scandalous romps and grand gala affairs that characterized the unique hotels where the local folklore. 182 pages. Carolina Wren. Pub. at $19.95

**PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**6878415 THE HAUNTINGS OF WILLIAMSBURG, YORKTOWN, AND JAMESTOWN.** By Elise Behrend. Brings together thirty-seven of Virginia's historic triangle's most intriguing spirits. Just as you can step back in time and visit the restored settlements of the historic triangle you can now revisit the past through the stories about the ghostly spirits who haunt Williamsburg, Yorktown, and Jamestown. Illus. 192 pages. John F. Blair. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95

**PRICE CUT TO $7.95**


**PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**3246345 NORTH CAROLINA GHOST LIGHTS AND LEGENDS.** By Charles F. Gritzner. Organized by the regions of the state, this book features ghost-light sites, original stories, and related stories for 54 separate ghost light locations. It is the perfect resource for a ghost light seeker or for those fascinated by ghost stories. Local folklore. 182 pages. Carolina Wren. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

**PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**284296X THE DEAD WON'T HURT YOU...OR WILL THEY? A True Tale of a Family's Haunting.** By D.B. Lynn. A true and terrifying story, one that no one could possibly have imagined. It is a chilling tale stalked by menacing, otherworldly presences and ghostly visions in her grandmother's home. Color photos. 192 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**PRICE CUT TO $4.95**

**2926855 OUR HAUNTED LIVES: True Ghost Encounters and Skin-Hopping Spirit Sightings.** Features the stories of dozens of people who have witnessed the supernatural firsthand—in their homes, at work, in cities large and small, in natural landscapes, and more. Extensive interviews with George Lutz, the man whose experiences became The Amityville Horror. Photos. 222 pages. New Page Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**2940078 GHOSTS AND HAUNTINGST of the FINGER LAKES.** By Pati Unverricht. Deep lakes, scenic waterfalls, charming villages, all are intrinsic parts of New York's Finger Lakes region. But behind this beauty, the spooky and ghostly reside. Join the author, a paranormal investigator, as she relates stories of the Finger Lakes' most haunted sites. Illus. 94 pages. History Press. Pub. at $14.99

**PRICE CUT TO $9.85**


**PRICE CUT TO $7.95**

**3754170 SEALED SPECTERS.** By Daniel W. Barboud. Collecting ghost stories from the coastal region of North Carolina, this little volume includes thirty-three stories told around campfires, in grandma’s attic, and on nighttime drives to the coast. Ghosts, witches, demons, spook lights, UFOs, and unexplained phenomena—they’re all here. 106 pages. John F. Blair. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95

**PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**3701401 HAUNTED CLEVELAND.** By B.A. Richards & C.L. Gove. Many of Cleveland’s dearly departed haunt the Forest City to this day. Join the authors as they escort us through many city locations sharing chilling tales of the local folklore. 182 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**PRICE CUT TO $12.95**

**5690592 HAUNTED HOUSES.** By Corinne May Botz. Features more than eighty haunting locations sharing chilling tales of the legendary to the ordinary. The text includes ghost stories told to the author by those who lived through unexplainable occurrences. CUly illus. in color. 208 pages. Monacelli. 10¼x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**PLACE CUT TO $9.95**

**2843056 EVP—ELECTRONIC VOICE PHENOMENON: Massachusetts Ghostly Voices.** By Michael Markowitz. Delve into Electronic Voice Phenomena (EVP) as you read and listen to over 80 real ghost voices from 15 paranormal investigations on the accompanying audio CD. Learn about the phenomena in historic and haunted Massachusetts in the Cylburn Cemetery, Salem, and a number of locations from Sal寄托 to Plymouth. CUly illus. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**PRICE CUT TO $7.95**

**2913585 MOUNTAIN GHOST STORIES AND CURIOUS TALES OF WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA.** By R. Russell & J. Barnett. This collection of stories will present some of the mystery and awe that the mountains convey, and it may alter your perception of the Blue Ridge and Smoky mountains forever. Titles include Devil’s Mark Mountain, The Mountain That Talks Back; Hannibal Heaton Hears a Hoot; Bigfoot of the Balsams; Till Death Do You Part; and more. 109 pages. John F. Blair. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**2939029 ON THE HUNT FOR THE HAUNTED: Searching for Ghosts of the Paranormal.** By Robin M. Strom. Using an arsenal of professional equipment for detecting, measuring, and recording activity, the author and her team contact with spirits and entities, tirelessly seeking answers to the riddles of who—or what—awaits on the other side. Illus. 230 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**PRICE CUT TO $9.95**
★ 2896592 PRACTICAL GUIDE TO ASTRAL PROJECTION: The Out-Of-Body Experience, By M. Dennig & O. Phillips. The out of body experience is much more than a strange paranormal phenomena. When controlled, it is the gateway to a vast new world and a new way to understand yourself. In this guide you will learn a safe, effective, step by step approach to freeing yourself from the restricted bonds of the material world. 192 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95. $10.95

★ 2886650 CHASING BIGFOOT: The Quest for Truth. With the Bigfoot legend through the eyes of true believers. In five episodes, courageous explorers dive into lives to discovering the hidden truth and bringing home evidence. Includes The Nature of Bigfoot; Bigfoot Encounters; The Bigfoot Phenomenon, The Bigfoot Adventure Weekend; and Bigfoot Research and Evidence.

120 minutes. Mill Creek. DVD. $49.95

★ 5784913 NECRONOMICON, Ed. by Simon. In the past thirty-one years, there has been a lot of ink—actual and virtual—spilled on the subject of the Nekronomic. Some have deified it as a clump of hokey, others have derided it as a powerful grimoire. It has been found to contain formula for spiritual transformation, consistent with some of the most ancient mystical processes in the world. Illus. 118 pages. Avalon. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95. $5.95

★ 6596852 THE BOOK OF GRIMOIRE: The Secret Grammar of Magic. By Claude Lecouteux. Drawing on his own collection of grimoires and magical manuscripts, Lecouteux offers an extensive study of ancient books of magic, and the ways these were kept secret for centuries. He provides exact reproductions of magical alphabets, symbols, and glyphs with instructions for their use. 564 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95. $11.95

★ 3763714 A LITTLE BIT OF NUMEROLOGY. By Novalee Wilder. Explore the fascinating realm of numerology, an ancient system that reveals the hidden secrets of your life and future. This easy-to-follow guide gives you the wisdom to find your personal number, and explores the meaning of your date of birth, your life path and your soul purpose, and spiritual balance. 246 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $12.95

★ 3807541 THE I CHING OR BOOK OF CHANGES: A Guide to Life’s Turning Points. By Brian Bromer Walker. For centuries, the I Ching has been consulted for sage advice at life’s turning points. Now, with Walker’s clear translation, readers can make the ancient Chinese system their own. Through this translation’s easy to use format and contemporary language has delighted new users and old practitioners alike. 132 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $4.95

★ 3831510 MONSTERS OF MASSACHUSETTS: Mysterious Creatures in the Bay State. By Loren Coleman. Bizarre creatures of the Bay State featured in this volume include, the Dover Demon, Plum Island’s Giant Squid, the Gloucester Sea Serpent, Pukwudgies, Berksires’ Bigfoot, Beasts of the Bridgewater Triangle and Hockomock, and more. 115 pages. Stackpole. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

★ 3786558 THE CODE: Balance Your Energy. Transform Your Life. By Tamara Driessen. Discover the best ways to cleanse your stones and program them with your intentions. Driessen’s meditations and self-help techniques will help you balance your intuition, respect your body, and center your priorities. Illus. in color. 272 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $22.00. $4.95

★ 3793066 MONSTERS OF WEST VIRGINIA. By MYRON K. DEVER. This title reveals the stories behind the bizarre beasts of the Mountain State. The creatures featured in this account include Mothman, Grafton Monster, The Yokel, The Snallygaster, Demon Dogs, Thunderbirds, and Bigfoot. Uncover these mysterious and eerie apparitions yourself.

139 pages. Stackpole. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

★ 3729931 MONSTERS OF MARYLAND: Mysterious Creatures in the Old Line State. By Ed Okonowicz. The Old Line State featured in this volume include: Snallygaster, Bunny Man, Great Cypress Swamp Monster, Sea Serpent Chesse, Prince George’s Ghostmen, the Annapolis Mermaid and more. 156 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $9.50

LIMITED QUANTITY 3768961 CRYSTAL CLEAR: Change Your Energy, Heal Your Life. By Mya Spalter. In this book you will learn how to stay-stress-free by placing a black sapphire below your pillow the night before a big interview, and keep the passion alive in your relationship with a hot guy in the bedroom. Discover everything you need to know to use crystals to better your life. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. CICO Books. Pub. at $14.95. $5.95

★ 3700615 TRUE MAGIC: Spells That Really Work. By Nick Santa Maria. Perfect introduction to natural magic as well as a practical reference for simple, everyday spells that really work. This collection of over one hundred spells will guide you through common and complex spells passed down over generations, and spells developed by the author. 182 pages. Weiser. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

★ 3240941 UNLOCK THE ZODIAC: Discover Your Sun Sign. By Sarah Fenton. Determine your decan and dawad on the easy to use tables provided, then see what their interpretations about your life. The author allows you to explore the meaning of the sun sign so that you can see what future trends for your particular sign might be. Illus. 272 pages. Gateway. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $16.95

★ 6699227 LA SANTA MUERTE: Unearthing the Magic & Mysticism of Death. By Tomas Prower. Discover the history, culture, and practical magic of La Sante Muerte, the keepers of life’s least causes, the LGBT community, addicts, and anyone who has been marginalized by society. Includes step-by-step instructions for casting magic spells, prayers for the亡者, and long-term goals. Color photos. 252 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $13.95

★ 2888807 HANDWRITING ANALYSIS: Plain & Simple. By Eve Bingham. Shows you how to interpret handwriting, from even the briefest written sample, to learn more about yourself, your colleagues, and your friends and family. Bingham explains in this simple guide how and why handwriting analysis works; and to analyze your documents yourself to find the truth, Illus. 132 pages. Hampton Roads. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

★ 3765101 HEAVEN: 8 Divine Teachings from a Near-Death Experience. By T. Rosa & S. Sinatra. Combines Dr. Sinatra’s holistic approach to medical treatments with Rosa’s experience of death, the re-entry mission and the incredible healing, and well being to lead you toward revitalized health, a new-found sense of purpose, and spiritual balance. 246 pages. Weiser. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95


★ 2894261 THE LIMITLESS SOUL: Hypno-Regression Case Studies Into Past, Present & Future Lives. By Boyd Blankenship. Featuring numerous past, afterlife, and future life case studies, this guide invites you to explore the many aspects of the soul’s future story. Number of narrators show that life is not a random series of events, and they can be used to gain insight into your soul’s future while exploring earthly lessons for your incarnation. 216 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $13.95


★ 3755594 ROSICRUCIAN AMERICA: How a Secret Society Influenced the Destiny of a Nation. By Steven Sora. Providing a thorough and expansive view of Rosicrucianism, its occult origins and its deep imprint on America, Sora shows how this secret society still continues to exert invisible influence on the modern world. 280 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $15.95


★ 3737365 THE COMING OF THE FAIRIES. By Arthur Conan Doyle. To demonstrate his unsailable belief in the spiritual world, Doyle published this work in 1922, wherein he provense of a photograph, apparently showing two young girls with a group of tiny, translucent fairies. This quirky little allows us to get inside the mind of an interior investigator who happened to believe in the fairy tale.

★ 2982727 INFERnal INGeRy AND THE LEFT-HANd PATH: The Magical System of the Nine Angles. By Toby Sage. Sage defines the magic uses of numbers and geometry as tools for introspection, self-development, and creating change in both the inner and outer worlds. Chappell explores the history, historical, and potential practices of angular magic and internal geomancy, the Left-Hand Path of sacred geometry. Illus. 324 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

★ 3760057 THE WITCH’S WAY: A Pagan Handbook for Wicca, Nature Magic, and Divination. By S. Robbins & L. Greenaway. This guide will inspire anyone seeking a wider knowledge of Wicca and nature based spellcraft. The authors cover every aspect of the different types of witches and their practices to how to use plants and flowers in spells, drawing down the moon, love magic, and more. Take an enlightening journey through the possibilities of this remarkable craft. Illus. 308 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

★ 3772810 RUSSIAN BLACK MAGIC: The Beliefs and Practices of Heretics and Blasphemers. By Natasha Helvin. Through this volume readers explore the left-hand path of Russian magic and its spells and rituals. The author explains about cemetry magic, sacrifices, the creation of hell icons, and generation of demonic beings, and more. Illus. 256 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $13.95
Ibis. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

The LORE OF OLD ELFLAND: Secrets from the Bronze Age to Middle Earth. By Barbara Malbrough. Packed with hands-on instructions for using Hoodoo magick to change your life. You’ll discover how to use dolls in rituals to gain prosperity, learn how to protect yourself against psychic attack, and more. 244 pages. Llewellyn. Pub. at $31.99

THE ART OF OCCULT MAKING. By Aleister Crowley. First published in Equinox. Crowley’s writings on European magick are collected here and introduced by a master occultist and author of many volumes on magick, tarot, and the Western Mystery Traditions, including Enochian Visionary Worship. Illus. 242 pages. Weiser. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

THE PRACTICE OF ENOCHIAN MAGICK. By Aleister Crowley. This definitive guide to the older fairy beliefs, covering Enochian magick, is found here. Dictated to Crowley in Cairo on three successive days in April, 1904, it is the sourcebook and key for students of the occult. 160 pages. Weiser. Pub. at $22.95 $16.95

THE RITUALS OF MAGICK. By John Dee. While there are many other useful guides to the right action to the appropriate lunar sign and its effects, this guidebook will help you navigate a safer spiritual life just before the first of them was possible. 226 pages. Inner Traditions. Pub. at $30.00 $23.95

Understanding Tarot: The Path of Natural and Divine Magic. By Lee Seabrook. In this boxed set you’ll find a colorful deck of 78 tarot cards and a 224-page guidebook. You’ll learn how to use the crystals that are right for you, whether balancing your chakras or asking a question with a crystal pendulum. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Rod & Small. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

OPUS MAGICAL ET THEOPHYSICUM. By Kooch N. & Victor Daniels. In this boxed set you’ll find a colorful 49-card deck and its comprehensive fully illustrated guide that offers easy access into the card’s meaning. Each card is detailed, includes spreads; find out how to awaken your third eye; and start reading right away with a keyword reference guide. Appropriate for all levels of experience. 144 pages. Weiser. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95 $30.00

THE DARK MIRROR OF MAGICK. By John Dee-John Dee-which he swore to angels never to reveal to anyone not sanctioned by them—record in minute detail his research into the occult. Illus. with original letterpress. 479 pages. Weiser. Pub. at $55.00 $47.95

THE ESOTERIC THOUSAND. By Joseph H. Peterson. Compiled from original manuscripts and fragments in the British Museum Library, Peterson’s new presentation is the most complete and accurate edition of this famous textbook of magic. Includes appendices, source list and an index. Well illus. 284 pages. Weiser. Pub. at $30.00 $23.95

THE TAROT TRADITION. By Ed. by Joseph H. Peterson. The first complete and accurate edition of Thoth’s Thoth Tarot Deck is one of the most popular in use. While there are many other useful guides to the famous Thoth tarot deck (also known as the “Crowley Thoth” or “Crowley Thoth”), this book explains it in the creator’s own words. 287 pages. Weiser. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

THE THEOSOPHICUM. By Georg V. von Welling. In Goethe’s lifetime, he was regarded as the most knowledgeable man in the world with expertise in history, literature, botany, astrology, biology, alchemy, and cosmology. The secret weapon for his intellectual arsenal was this book, available to general readers for the first time. Illus. 351 pages. Amherst. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

WICCA: A Modern Practitioner’s Guide. By Arin Murphy-Hiscock. Inside these pages, you’ll take an in-depth look at modern Wiccan practice. You’ll learn to create your own sacred space and cast circles so that you can weave and unfold the rituals, spells, and energy work. Experience true spiritual growth in positive and meaningful ways. 224 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

Discover the Tarot and Find Out What Your Cards Really Mean. By Lee De. With ten easy-to-read spreads and an extensive interpretation for each card, a Tarot expert gives you the confidence to approach the cards holistically. Freed from compartmentalizing the Tarot, you’ll begin to see them as a story or journey of life. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

Learn how to use the crystals that are right for you, whether balancing your chakras or asking a question with a crystal pendulum. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Rod & Small. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

Learn the truth about angels and what they mean to you. This guide is a practical introduction to numerology. By Sonia Ducie. In this engaging guide a numerology expert answers the most frequently asked questions about numerology, and offers guidance on how to work out the most significant numbers in your life, and how to interpret them. 119 pages. Watkins. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

ASTROLOGY FOR YOURSELF: How to Understand and Interpret Your Own Birth Chart. By D. Bloch & D. George. Introduces you to the language of stars, and teaches you how to understand astrology by investigating the subject you know best—yourself. The authors walk you through a step by step series of simple exercises and charts to help you interpret your own birth chart, and to give you a complete interpretation of your birth chart, and you’ll understand why the astrological symbols mean what they mean. Illus. 254 pages. Ibis. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

CHARMS, SPELLS & FORMULAS. By Barbara Meiklejohn-Free. Take a journey through the magical folk traditions of Scotland. The author, a Scottish hereditary witch, shares her own spiritual awakening into the magical tradition of Scotland, and she shows you how to integrate these practices into your own life. This resource will help you begin a new chapter of spiritual discovery. 259 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

WICCA AT A GLANCE. By Llewellyn. An accessible overview of Wiccan traditions, including paganism, witchcraft, and the Goddess and the Divine Masculine. This comprehensive guide to Wicca is designed for busy people with limited time to read, and is available in two convenient sizes—8½x11 and 6x9. The 8½x11 guide, with 56 pages, retails for $14.95. The 6x9 guide, with 44 pages, retails for $9.95. Weiser. Paperbound. $13.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/818
History & Sociology of Religion

66584X A HISTORY OF THE AMISH, THIRD EDITION. By Steven M. Nolt. Offers an updated and expanded history of the Amish people, charting how one of America’s most intriguingly private, unique, and misunderstood religious communities came to grow and spread. 294 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

2951401 SHORT HISTORY OF THE CATHARS. By Sean Martin. The Cathars taught that the world is evil and must be transcended through a simple life of prayer, work, fasting and non-violence. They believed themselves to be the heirs of the true, ancient Christianity. 204 pages. USC P.

372893X JESUS AND THE POLITICS OF ROMAN PALESTINE. By Richard A. Horsley. Offers one of the most comprehensive critical analysis of Jesus of Nazareth’s message and mission, and its place in a significant historical figure. In this comprehensive study Horsley addresses the standard assumptions that the historical Jesus has been interpreted primarily as a sage or apocalyptic visionary. 204 pages. USCP. Pub. at $9.95.

392566X NO OTHER GODS: The Politics of the Ten Commandments. By John H. Goodspeed. Goodspeed explores the Ten Commandments as practices for living with spiritual integrity. Revealed here from the original Hebrew and applied to life today are insights into how the Ten Commandments were understood and followed on the Ten Commandments. Even those who don’t like being “commanded” will embrace their true, astounding meaning. 294 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $26.00.

3737809 THE MYSTERY OF THE SHENIYAH. By Jonathan Cahn. Cahn asks the question: is it possible that there exists a 2,000 year old mystery that has been determining the course of your life without your knowing it? He then sets out to illuminate what holds the key to understanding life and your destiny, and how this is based on biblical prophecy. Illus. 275 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. **$5.95**

369433X CLASH OF KINGDOMS: What the Bible Says About Russia, ISIS, Iran, and the End Times. By Bart D. Ehrman. The authors demonstrate the power and perspective of the Bible as it relates to current events, addressing such questions as: Is God selecting Russia to be the instrument of world dominion? Is there a Russia-Islam conflict? Will ISIS play a part? What does Russia really want? To what extent does Russia’s program for the future? 118 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. **$3.95**

3727692 JESUS BEFORE THE GOSPELS: How the Earliest Christians Remembered, Changed, and Invented Their Stories of the Savior. By Bart D. Ehrman. Many believe that the stories of Jesus are based on eyewitness testimony and therefore historically reliable. Drawing on research in psychology, anthropology, and sociology, Ehrman explores how oral traditions and group memories really work, and questions just how reliable the Gospels can be. SHOPWORN. 326 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $27.99. **$6.95**


* 6917727 SHOCKED BY THE BIBLE: The Most Astonishing Facts You’ve Never Been Told. By Joe Kovacs. You question news reports and offers that sound too good to be true. Shouldn’t also question certain things you hear about the Bible? Kovacs has taken on the task of digging up the truth. When he applies his journalistic and research skills to the Bible, myths and misconceptions are shattered. 207 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $14.99. **$3.95**


Bible & Biblical Studies


6946214 10 MYSTERS PEOPLE MAKE ABOUT JESUS, HELL, AND THE AFTERLIFE. By Dave and Joni Eikenberry. A straightforward, biblical answers everyone needs to know about Heaven, Hell, and the afterlife. Examine 10 faulty beliefs that are surprisingly widespread, and look to God’s Word alone for the facts. You don’t need to guess the future. God’s word is ready to inform your mind and settle your heart. 200 pages. Harvest House. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99. **$6.95**

3687368 FRIENDSHIP IN THE HEBREW BIBLE. By Saul M. Olyan. In this thorough and compelling assessment, Olyan analyzes a wide range of texts, including prose narratives, prophetic materials, pre-Hellenistic wisdom collections, and the Hellenistic-era wisdom book Ben Sira. This in-depth study explores how the expectations and definitions of friends and family members overlap. Yale. Pub. at $26.00. **$16.95**

* 2874865 THE END TIMES IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER: A Complete Overview to Understanding Bible Prophecy. By Ron Rhodes. This chronological tour through all of the Bible’s most important predictions of end times events reveals why you can trust historic interpretations of Bible prophecies. 237 pages. HarperSanFrancisco. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. **$11.95**

* 2792702 WHEN CHRISTIANS WERE JEWS: The First Generation. By Paula Fredriksen. In this electrifying social and intellectual history, Fredriksen reconstructs the life of early Christianity in Jerusalem and brings this vibrant apostolic community to life. She offers a vivid portrait of the bedrock convictions that animated and sustained it. 261 pages. Yale. Pub. at $26.00. **$16.95**


* 6607187 ALIENS, GOD AND THE BIBLE: A Theological Speculative Study of the Bible’s Alien Mysteries. By Joel Cravis. Takes the reader into the nature of the universe and how it works, the problem with evolution, the Netherworld, Sasquatch, even the presence of space aliens and where they come from through an exploration of the Bible. Discover the greatest alien abduction, who they are and where they came from and their future plans. 191 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95.


★ 29024X TEACHINGS OF THE CHRISTIAN MYSTICS. Ed. by Andrew Harvey. The Christian mystics are a treasure of Western civilization, yet they remain little known. This anthology confronts us with the mystics in their own words to show us how well they know themselves, as well as to provide the life-affirming and life-altering insights into the spiritual life—and to challenge preconceived ideas about the path of Christianity. 180 pages.

Shambhala. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95


★ 37202X NIRVANA: The Spread of Buddhism Through Asia. By Jeremy Horner. This stunning edition takes the reader on a journey to Nepal, historically a key site of Buddhism in Tibet. In Exile in Dharmsala and to Sikkim and Bhutan paying homage to the sacred sites of Mahayana Buddhism along the way. Maps and visualizations will guide you along the routes. 256 pages. ORO Editions. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $50.00 $11.95

★ 381223 ENTERING THE WAY OF THE GREAT VEHICLE: Dzogchen as the Culmination of the Mahayana. By Rongzon Chokyi Zangpo. An eleventh century treatise written during the renovation of Tibetan Buddhism by the influx of new translations of Indian Buddhist texts, tantras, and esoteric transmissions from India. 258 pages. Shambhala. Pub. at $34.95 $17.95

★ 377019 THE TWO POPES. By Anthony McCarten. McCarten masterfully weaves Pope Francis and Pope emeritus Benedict’s stories into one gripping narrative. From Benedict’s and Francis’s formative experiences in war-torn Germany and Argentina to the sex abuse scandal that continues to rock the church to the intrigue and the occasional comedy of life in the Vatican, this volume covers it all. 234 pages. Yogananda. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

★ 694355 CONFESSIONS OF AN ISLAMOPHobe. By Robert Spencer. There needs to be a thorough and honest public discussion of the acceptable parameters of criticism of Islamic fundamentalist political ideology which consciously places itself in opposition to democracy and basic human rights. Spencer attempts to begin that discussion without resorting to provocation and counter-attack. This resource is filled with scripture and practical application. 136 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 39237X WHY I AM NOT A BUDDHIST. By Evan Thompson. A provocative challenge to Buddhist exceptionalism from one of the world’s most widely respected philosophers and writers on Buddhism and science. Smart, sympathetic, and intellectually ambitious, this work is a must-read for anyone interested in Buddhism’s place in twenty-first century society. 230 pages. Yale. Pub. at $26.00 $19.95

★ 3785130 SECRET DRUGS OF BUDDHISM, SECOND EDITION: Psychedelic Sacraments and the Origins of the I Ching. By Mikel D. Hunnam. In the culmination of over forty years research, this account draws on scriptural sources, botany, pharmacology, and religious iconography, casting new light on sacred scriptural and psychological practices associated with psychedelic experiences in Indian religions. Crowley from the mysterious soma potion to amrita, the sacramental drink of Vajrayana Buddhism. Illus., some in color. 348 pages. Synthesis. Paperback. Pub. at $59.95 $26.95

★ 3741306 THE SECRET COUNTRY OF YOURSELF: Discover the Powerful Magic of Your Endless Inner World. By Jeryna T. Beachy. Offering hands-on techniques for spiritual awakening that will help you to understand your sixth sense so you can receive more psychic and angelic guidance to help you along the way. 130 pages. Snow Lion. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

★ 2848767 ANGEL INTUITION: A Psychic’s Guide to the Language of Angels. By Tanya Carroll Richardson. A psychic and angel expert teaches you about your sixth sense so you can receive more divine guidance to improve every area of your life. Discover the eleven most common ways that angels send you guidance, and learn Richardson’s 25 golden rules of intuition. Take your intuition to the next level with this encouraging guide. 313 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 3806782 ALWAYS PRESENT: The Lutheran Wisdom of JigmePhuntsok Rinpoche. By Khenpo Sodargye. This compact collection of teachings from Jigme Phuntsok Rinpoche illuminates the most fundamental questions about the most important aspects of life. With simplicity, and love, Khenpo Sodargye offers a rare gift in the present day. 130 pages. Snow Lion. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

★ 2840472 THE SEVEN CHAKRA PERSONALITY TYPES. By Sha Kel. Presents a system for understanding your type based upon the wisdom of the chakras. This comprehensive guide will help you appreciate your unique personality, and reveal why you have certain tendencies and why you’re attracted to specific things. 268 pages. Comix Press. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

★ 380562X ANGELS: For Those Who Believe in Miracles, Love, and Faith. By Charice L. Johnson. Until now, angels have existed since the dawn of time and permeated the fabric of every civilization from the Ancient Mesopotamians to our own. Until now, angels have been the subject of mythology, recognizing their messages and begin to build your own relationship with the celestial realm. Illus. in color. 192 pages. Chartwell. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Lighthouses: The United States’ Best Beacons, as Captured on Over 400 Postcards. By Mary L. Martin with T. Skinner. **$12.95**

*Wreck of the Whaling Ship Essex: The Complete Illustrated Edition.* By Owen Chase. The tragic tale of the whale ship Essex comes to life in this striking full-color edition. This firsthand account by whaling sailor Owen Chase details how the crew drift as they drift in the scorching sun and sudden storms of the largely desolate Pacific Ocean. They’re ninety-day ordeal was a living nightmare that only a few will survive. 196 color photos. 9x12x1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 **$12.95**

*King of the Highlanders.* By William Makepeace Thackeray. **$14.95**

*Cutty Sark, 150th Anniversary Edition: The Last of the Tea Clippers.* By Eric Kenilworth. **$44.95**

*Limits of Infinity.* By Michael Patlin. **$15.95**

*One Ship, Two Epic Voyages, and the Greatest Naval Mystery of All Time.* By Michael Patlin. **$27.95**

*USCGC Northland: America's Most Decorated Ship.* By R. Edward Maloney. **$19.95**

*Historic Ships of the United States Coast Guard: A Photo Album.* By M.J. Tougias & Stephen D. Cogswell. **$29.95**

*America’s Shipwrecks: From the Founding of the Nation to the Present.* By Mark Twain. **$15.95**

*The Great Navies: The Story of World War II* (vol. 1) & *The Great Navies: The Story of World War II* (vol. 2). By William H. Miller. **$29.95**

*Battle of Midway: The Greatest Sea Battle of World War II.* By Alpheus T. Williams. **$14.95**

*The San Diego Maritime Museum.* By John F. Hafner. **$15.95**

*The Great British Liners of the 1920s.* By Mark Chisholm. **$27.95**

*The Great British Liners of the 1930s.* By Mark Chisholm. **$27.95**

*Orient Express of the Great White Fleet.* By John F. Hafner. **$27.95**

*The Great Naval Aircraft Carriers.* By Walter J. Boyne. **$27.95**

*The Great Warships.* By Brian Bond. **$27.95**

*The U.S. Navy Unit Operations Guide.* By John F. Hafner. **$27.95**

*The U.S. Navy Unit Operations Guide.* By John F. Hafner. **$27.95**

*The U.S. Navy Unit Operations Guide.* By John F. Hafner. **$27.95**

*The U.S. Navy Unit Operations Guide.* By John F. Hafner. **$27.95**
**Automobiles**

- **2396216 VESPA AND LAMBERTIA MOTOR SCOOTERS.** By Stuart Owen. Vespa and Lambretta remain two of the most iconic motor scooter brands, even four decades after the latter’s demise. This guide offers the rich history of accessorizing and customizing of these iconic cars. Well illustrated. In color. 256 pages. 10x12¼. Pub. at $29.95.

- **2895803 ONE PERCENT REVOLUTION: Riding Free in the 21st Century.** By Dave Nichols. Easyriders magazine editor-in-chief Dave Nichols tells the story of these modern nonconformists, from 20 something bikers creating new life into the 1970s outlaw lifestyle to city dwelling cafe racers who rode the razor’s edge. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. 10x12¼. Pub. at $45.00.

- **2871016 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF JAGUAR: Every Model Since 1935.** By Nigel Thorley. Written by one of the subject’s foremost experts, this stunning volume captures the SS and every subsequent Jaguar production model right up to today’s F-Type sports cars. F-Pace SUVs, and X-Type sedans—more than eight decades in color. Well illus., most in color. 256 pages. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $29.95.

- **2826883 FORD MODEL A: The Essential Buyer’s Guide.** By J. Buckley & M. Cobbell. In this guide at a right price with the help of this guide packed with good advice from running costs, through paperwork, vital statistics, valuation, and to the Model A community. Well illus. in color. 64 pages. Veloce. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00.

- **2875532 LOLA T70. Owners’ Workshop Manual.** By Chas Parker. Briefly explores the background to Lola Cars, and how the company was established by Eric Broadley, then takes an in-depth look at the evolution and anatomy of the T70, with input from a number of the engineers and drivers involved. Fully illus., most in color. 164 pages. Haynes. 9x11¼x1¼. Pub. at $45.00.

- **2894257 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF PONTIAC GTO: Every Model Since 1964.** By Tom Glatch. Explores every aspect of the first American motorcar to attractively and specifically for the baby-boom generation, with rare photography from the archives of Hot Rod and Motor Trend magazines. An attractive volume is the complete resource for fans of the world’s first muscle car. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Motorbooks. 9x11¼x¼. Pub. at $24.95.


- **3716862 THE BROKEDOWNS OF LONDON BUSES 1970s.** By Kevin McCormack. 188 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $44.95.


- **279327X AUSTIN-HEALEY 3000: The Story of DD 300.** By Mike Mueller. 224 pages. Motorbooks. 10x12¼. Pub. at $50.00.


- **2849557 CAMARO: Fifty Years of Chevy Performance.** By Mike Mueller. 224 pages. Motorbooks. 10x12¼. Pub. at $50.00.


- **2935409 100 YEARS OF BENTLEY.** By Andrew Noakes. 240 pages. White Lion. 10¼x12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00.


- **3723119 THE LOST BOOK OF THE GALEazzo Matteo family. Unveiling the long-forbidden prequel to the Galeazzis’ secret stories, the authors examine The Ecclesiastical Father, a forgotten 13th century French text, and show how it offers the key to understanding the sevenfold path of the Grail and the deeper stories beneath the Christian Grail narrative. Illus. 342 pages. Inner Traditions, 10½x8½. Pub. at $29.95.

- **2875120 AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF NORSE AND VIKING FOLKLORE, MYTHOLOGY, AND MAGIC.** By Claude Lecouteux. From Odin and Thor to berserkers and Valhalla, this A-to-Z encyclopedia explores the origins, connections, and tales behind the myths of the Norse gods, goddesses, magical beings, rituals, folk customs, and mythical places of Norse and Germanic tradition. Well illus. Inner Traditions. 10½x8½. Pub. at $29.95.


- **2868611 THE COMBINE HARVESTER.** By Jonathan Whiteman. Tells the complete story of one of the most significant agricultural inventions of all time—the combine harvester. Starting with the early straw walkers and rotary models, Whiteman charts the chronological evolution of these complex machines which soon became indispensable to the cereal farmer. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. KM Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95.

- **3735915 KING ARTHUR AND THE KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE: Stories of Camelot and the Quest for the Holy Grail.** By Martin J. Dougherty. King Arthur, Camelot, Excalibur: they’re terms we all know, born in indelible sagas that continue to enrapture us to this day. Here, the fact and fiction behind these tales is revealed in an entertaining account that examines the intersection of literature, mythology, and history. Well illus., many in color. 224 pages. Amber. Pub. at $29.95.

- **3744499X VIKINGS: The Battle at the End of Time.** By Tony Allan. A richly illustrated introduction to an extraordinary culture, presenting an art of imagination today, and the spiritual power of their mysterious religion and reveals them as the inventors of a crystal technology to supplant our own and the master builders of pyramid monuments around the world. Illus. 206 pages. Antbul. 10½x13½. Pub. at $24.99.


increased challenge. 32 pages of photos, some color.

who wish to force their territorial will on China will meet a greatly

priorities for China's leaders. Future attempts of foreign powers

Liberation Army.


2780326 STOLEN GIRLS: Survivors of Boko Haram Tell

2910950 Zeus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

* By Ishaa Sayed. Color photos. 382 pages. Deey Street.

6978630 * By Andrew Harding. Photos. 287 pages. Pr. $29.95

Zeus. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00

* By W. Jonathan Johnson. Tells the story of one of the world's great spiritual revivals. Following a century of violent anti-religious campaigns, China is now filled with new temples, churches, and millions of converts as well as cults, sects, and politicians trying to harness religion for their own ends. 455 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $30.00

PRICE CUT to $4.95

2839238 GENGHIS KHAN AND THE MAKING OF THE MODERN WORLD. By Jack Weatherhead. Presents a startling true history of how one extraordinary man from a remote corner of the world created an empire that led the world into the modern age. 312 pages. Broadway. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

2791420 CHINESE MOTIFS OF GOOD FORTUNE. By Z. Wen, photos by L. Shenghui. Over centuries, a myriad of beautiful patterns and shapes have been created to ward off thoughts of bad luck and bad environment. Among the different ways to invoke fortune is the application of pictures and auspicious connotations on paper, wood, porcelain and other materials. Well illus. in color. Better Link. Pub. at $16.95

* SELL OUT

2812568 THE HISTORY OF CENTRAL ASIA, VOLUME FOUR: The Age of Decline and Revival. By Christoph Baum. The author shows how, from the fifteen century onwards, Central Asia relinquished its pro-eminence to rising empires. These new powers were China in the east, and Russia in the northwest, which succeeded in throwing off the Islamic protectorates of their own former rulers. This epic work concludes with a transition to modern independence. Well illus. in color. 372 pages. I.B. Tauris. 9/1x1/1. Pub. at $39.50

2770064 INDIA: A Short History. By Anthony G. Johnson. Robinson incisively delineates India's many incarnations, from the remarkably advanced cities of the early Indus Valley to the world's largest democracy. An attractive race through the future will find this a fascinating introduction. 223 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

2848606 INDIA: A Short History. By Anthony G. Johnson. Robinson incisively delineates India's uniquely diverse history, from the remarkably advanced cities of the early Indus Valley civilization to India's current emergence as a major world power and democracy. It places much emphasis on individuals, ideas and cultures as on the rise and fall of empires. Illus. 248 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $24.95

2966872 THE SEVENTY WONDERS OF CHINA. Ed. by Jonathan Fenby. The stories of China and the West are revealed by leading scholars from Asia and the West, providing an unmatched account of one of the greatest civilizations the world has ever known, and an easy to understanding and appreciating this vast country. 370 illus., 313 in color. 304 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8x10.5. Pub. at $40.00

6956275 GEISHA FAN BOOK. By Tina Skinner. Enjoy an incredible collection of 128 images showing the fleeting, effervescient beauty of young geisha apprentices captured over a century ago. Offers a wonderful opportunity to see these girls in the glory of their colorful regalia, posing before a newly-introduced invention, the camera. Schiffer. 12x19. Pub. at $24.95

939289 CHAINED AND FREE: APE AS ARTISTS. By Suzie J. Goldstein. A fascinating account of how scientists and animal behaviorists have created an alternative to traditional animal research programs. 200 color photos. 160 pages. Green. Pub. at $24.95


2962188 A BRIEF HISTORY OF KOREAN ART. By Rose Chong. Sekino exploring Korean history from its ancient roots to the present day, this small volume relates the story of a people with a rich and unified culture that has become a nation. The book provides a lucid and scholarly account of the evolution of the history of Korea as well as information on the development of Korea's artistic heritage that this culture has bequeathed to the world. 32 pages of photos. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

9394909 CHINA'S ENERGY STRATEGY: The Impact on Beijing's Maritime Policies. Ed. by Gabriel A. Mendoza. America's finest experts in the fields of economics, energy, China studies, and naval strategy, the essays in this volume draw from a wide variety of viewpoints. The central theme of the book is that China, a rising power, should be concerned that is China is drawing upon much of the world's remaining oil reserves for its exclusive use. 405 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $47.95


5555555 THE SOULS OF CHINA: The Search for the Chinese Soul. By Jonathan Brittain. Vishen Laowantong So. How is the human soul made? What is the nature of the Chinese soul? Two centuries ago, a Chinese scholar wrote that the arts of China were in decline. In the 1970s, a new generation of Chinese intellectual and artistic renegades discovered the soul of China in the modern and contemporary art. This book is the first to present a comprehensive account of the renaissance of the Chinese soul in the modern world. 230 pages. Simon & Schuster. Pub. at $22.95


2905324 THE SOULS OF CHINA: The Return of Religion After Mao. By lan Joseph. This is a book about one of the world's great spiritual revivals. Following a century of violent anti-religious campaigns, China is now filled with new temples, churches, and millions of converts as well as cults, sects, and politicians trying to harness religion for their own ends. 455 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $30.00

7101004 CHA/world. By Victor Cha. A seasoned international-policy expert pulls back the curtain on provocative, emerging Asia, Central Asia, VOLUME FOUR: The Age of Decline and Revival.


2839238 GENGHIS KHAN AND THE MAKING OF THE MODERN WORLD. By Jack Weatherhead. Presents a startling true history of how one extraordinary man from a remote corner of the world created an empire that led the world into the modern age. 312 pages. Broadway. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

1250702 CHINESE ART: CHINESE SCULPTURE. By Alan J. G. Munro. A comprehensive survey of Chinese sculpture, concentrating on areas of potential strategic importance. The book includes an overview of the history and development of Chinese sculpture, as well as a discussion of the different types of sculpture produced in China. 240 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pr. $40.00


By Victor Cha. An account of how the gentleman scholar can order his life and his study of the history of China's position in the world. A riveting narrative looks back to tell the story of the nation that-site dates from within. Illus. 284 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95


2812568 THE HISTORY OF CENTRAL ASIA, VOLUME FOUR: The Age of Decline and Revival. By Christoph Baum. The author shows how, from the fifteen century onwards, Central Asia relinquished its pro-eminence to rising empires. These new powers were China in the east, and Russia in the northwest, which succeeded in throwing off the Islamic protectorates of their own former rulers. This epic work concludes with a transition to modern independence. Well illus. in color. 372 pages. I.B. Tauris. 9/1x1/1. Pub. at $39.50

2870064 INDIA: A Short History. By Anthony G. Johnson. Robinson incisively delineates India's many incarnations, from the remarkably advanced cities of the early Indus Valley to the world's largest democracy. An attractive race through the future will find this a fascinating introduction. 223 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

2848606 INDIA: A Short History. By Anthony G. Johnson. Robinson incisively delineates India's uniquely diverse history, from the remarkably advanced cities of the early Indus Valley civilization to India's current emergence as a major world power and democracy. It places much emphasis on individuals, ideas and cultures as on the rise and fall of empires. Illus. 248 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $24.95

295644 IMPERIAL TWILIGHT: The Opium War and the End of China's Last Golden Age. By Stephen R. Platt. As China reclames its position as a world power, this riveting narrative tells the story of the country's last age of ascendency and how it came to an end in the nineteenth-century Opium War. Illus. 556 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

PRICE CUT to $9.95


* SELL OUT
Asia, Australia & Oceania

**2918166** SEE YOU AGAIN IN PUYANG: A Journey into Kim Jong Un’s North Korea, By Simon Coveney, In his experiences traveling and studying in North Korea, Coveney presents a multifaceted portrait of the country and its idiosyncratic capital city. By revealing the complex world of life in P’yongyang, he offers an essential addition to the literature about one of the world’s most fascinating places. Illus. 306 pages. Hachette. Paperback. Priced to sell at $16.99

**3720225** WITCHFINDERS: A Seventeenth-Century English Tragedy, By Malcolm Daktel. When the English civil war had exacted a terrible toll upon England, Disease was rife, apocalyptic omens appeared in the skies, and idolaters were detected in every town. And of these two obvious gentlemen began interrogating women suspected of witchcraft, triggering the hunt in English history. Illus. 364 pages. John Murray. Paperback. Priced to sell at $14.95

**4607902** STUFF BRITS LIKE: A Guide to What’s Great About Great Britain, By Fraser McAlpine. Offers a guide to Brits particular tastes and eccentricities with all the charm you will meet in Britain and Britain’s who gave you Noel Coward and Eddie Izzard. You may know to say football instead of soccer and crisps instead of chips. But with this book, you’ll know to ask for the next cup at Berkeley. Paperback. Priced at $16.00. **$4.95**

**2985721** THROUGH THE KEYHOLE: Sex, Scandal and the Secret Life of the Country House, By Susan C. Law. Drawing on a rich collection of original and often overlooked sources from the 1700s, the author brings vividly to life tales of infidelity in high places; passionate, scandalous, poignant and tragic. It reveals how a flood of print detailing sordid sexual escapades on both sides of the Atlantic, 3 September 1939 to 7 May 1945. By Richard Doherty. Using official records, personal accounts and a wealth of historical research, this volume gives the reader a concise yet broad account of the course of the campaign from both the Allied and German standpoints, the men who fought it, the critical moments and expert analysis of the outcome. 16 pages of photos. 314 pages. Pen & Sword. Priced at $39.95. **$7.95**

**3776278** THE CORONATION CHAIR AND THE STONE OF SCONE: History, Archaeology, Conservation, By Warwick Rodwell et al. Constructed in 1297-1301 for King Edward I, the Coronation Chair ranks among the most remarkable treasures to have survived from the Middle Ages. Despite its profound historical significance, until now it has never been the subject of detailed archaeological recording, and this volume presents a fresh, new account of the Chair and the Stone of Scone. Well illus. most in color. 304 pages. Oxbow. 8/11 x 11. Priced at $45.00. **$14.95**


**2887457** THE BRITISH INVASION OF THE RIVER PLATE 1806-1807, By Ben Hughes. In graphic detail the author tells the story of this disastrous British attack on Argentina during the Napoleonic Wars. This volume gives insight into British colonialism and the Argentine independence movement of the early nineteenth century. Photos. 286 pages. Pen & Sword. Priced at $39.95. **$9.95**

**3775437** A CHILD’S HISTORY OF ENGLAND, By Charles Dickens. This lively narrative was directed by Dickens to his children in hopes of whetting their appetites for more substantial works of history. From the mysterious Druids and noble King Alfred to the notorious Henry VIII, the story of church and state from 869 to 1868. Dickens traced his country’s history for the benefit of young Victorians. 382 pages. Dover. Paperback. **$7.95**

**2807085** LONDON: Bombed, Blitzed and Blown Up, By lan Jones. From the first IRA bomb that sparked the Blitz in 1938 to the second world war and beyond, this is the story of the citizens who fought it, the blitz and the bombs, and the sunk and ruined buildings. Written by a former Explosive Officer, this is the most comprehensive record of Britain’s capital under enemy attack ever compiled. 16 pages of photos. 503 pages. Frontline. Priced at $39.95. **$9.95**

British History

**3799027** IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE SIX WIVES OF HENRY VIII, By S. Montgomerie & N. Grueninger. Provides a fresh perspective on the lives of Henry VIII’s six wives by embarking on a journey through the margins, castles and palaces in which their lives were played out. Each location is described in a fascinating narrative that uneathers the queens’ lives in documents and artifacts, bringing us closer to the enigmatic 52 pages. Abbey Press. Priced at $23.95. **$9.95**


**3706221** THROUGH THE KEYHOLE: Sex, Scandal and the Secret Life of the Country House, By Susan C. Law. Drawing on a rich collection of original and often overlooked sources from the 1700s, the author brings vividly to life tales of infidelity in high places; passionate, scandalous, poignant and tragic. It reveals how a flood of print detailing sordid sexual escapades on both sides of the Atlantic, 3 September 1939 to 7 May 1945. By Richard Doherty. Using official records, personal accounts and a wealth of historical research, this volume gives the reader a concise yet broad account of the course of the campaign from both the Allied and German standpoints, the men who fought it, the critical moments and expert analysis of the outcome. 16 pages of photos. 314 pages. Pen & Sword. Priced at $39.95. **$7.95**


**3033705** THE PLANTAGENETS: The Kings that Made England, By David Starkey. Featuring some of England’s greatest but also most notorious kings, the house of Plantagenet would reign for over 300 blood-soaked, yet foundational years. This gripping work brings this thrilling era to life. Illus. 296 pages. Quercus. Paperback. **$6.95**

**3789292** BLACK TUDORS: The Untold Story, By Miranda Kaufmann. From long forgotten records and little known stories of Africans who lived free in Tudor England. Kaufmann shows how they were present at some of the defining moments of the age—when the nation was shaped, and the story of the many Africans who were brought to the court and buried by the Church. and they were paid wages like any other Tudor. Illus., some in OneWorld. Priced at $27.00. **$9.95**

**3829627** A BRITISH LION IN ZULULAND, By William Wright. Presents the true account of Field Marshal Garnet Joseph Wolseley, that in just one year captured the two most powerful Africa’s enemies made for the most wrenching, most exciting, most unrelenting battle of the century. Cetshwayo, who has humbled the British in many battles, including Isandlwana, and Sekhukhune leader of the Zulus, who wanted to preserve the Zulu way of life. Illus. 360 pages. Picador. Priced at $37.95. **$14.95**


**284981X** EXPERIENCES OF FLAGELLATION, First published in London in 1885 for private circulation, it quotes many extracts from the literature about one of the world’s most brutal witch hunts. Murray. Paperback. Illus. 360 pages. **$6.95**


**380788X** LONDON: Bombed, Blitzed and Blown Up, By lan Jones. From the first IRA bomb that sparked the Blitz in 1938 to the second world war and beyond, this is the story of the citizens who fought it, the blitz and the bombs, and the sunk and ruined buildings. Written by a former Explosive Officer, this is the most comprehensive record of Britain’s capital under enemy attack ever compiled. 16 pages of photos. 503 pages. Frontline. Priced at $39.95. **$9.95**
European History

**3711978** THE KNIGHTS TEMPLAR: From Catholic Crusaders to Criminals. By Michael Kerrigan. Tells the stories of the various military orders from the eleventh century to the present day. Organized chronologically, this history follows the fates of the orders, from the foundation of the Knights of St. Peter in 1053, to the pivotal Crusading era of the 12th and 13th centuries. Fully illus., many in color. 224 pages. Anchor. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95

**2952750** LOTHARINGIA: A Personal History of Europe’s Lost Country. By Simon Winder. For centuries much of Europe was in the hands of the peculiar Habsburg family, an unstable mixture of characters who ruled through luck, grace, and sheer misfortune—a number of rivals. This interesting history offers a very personal view of this strange dynasty and the people they ruled. Illus. 551 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00.

**3724921** MEHMET THE CONQUEROR. By Simon M. Philpides. A significant contribution to late Byzantine and early Ottoman studies, adding to our knowledge of Ottoman studies, adding to our knowledge of the war are explained and the life of one of Ferdinand III is presented. Readers will learn of the origins and the course of the great French Kings from Philip Augustus in the 12th century to the Sun King, Louis XIV—and the end of the monarchy after the French Revolution. 16 pages of illus., some color. 382 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00. $14.95

**3758771** ESCAPE FROM ROME: Failure of Empire and the Road to Prosperity. By Walter Scheidel. The fall of the Roman Empire has long been considered one of the greatest disasters in history. In this groundbreaking account, the author argues that Rome’s dramatic collapse was actually the best thing that ever happened, clearing the path for Europe’s economic rise and the creation of the modern age. 670 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $35.00. $27.95

**3786064** MAKING PEACE IN AN AGE OF WAR: Emperor Ferdinand III (1608-1657). By Mark Henger. The Thirty Years’ War was a central conflict in central Europe. The origins and the course of the war are explained and the life of one of its most important protagonists, Emperor Ferdinand III, will be retraced in his efforts to keep the empire procured and preserved peace and consolidated the Habsburg Monarchy. 325 pages. Purdue UP. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95. $37.95

**6550265** THE ACADEMY OF THE SWORD. By Gerald Thrubart. Originally published in 1914, this treatise on swordsmanship is packed with hundreds of clearly described techniques. Thrubart, who studied the art of the sword with the great Dutch fencing masters of the 17th century, proceeds step by step to explain effective methods for drawing the sword, entering into measure, subjecting the opponent’s blade, countering his attacks, and much more. Illus. 492 pages. Aeon. Pub. at $60.00. $44.95

**2907067** LIFE IN THE GERMAN COURT. By Catherine Coton. Take a journey into the private lives of very public figures and learn about arranged marriages that turned to love and hate and scandals that rocked polite society. A privileged peek into the glamorous, tragic and iconic courts of the German world, where even a king could take nothing for granted. Illus. 186 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95. **PRICE CUT to $15.25**

**2798778** A HISTORY OF FRANCE. By John Julius Norwich. Beginning with Julius Caesar’s conquest of Gaul in the first century BC and the rebellion of the great tribal leader of the Gauls, Vercingetorix, Norwich chronicles the glorious history and political history of France through the end of World War II. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 382 pages. Atlantic. Trade. Pub. at $30.00. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**3754774** A HISTORY OF FRANCE. By John Julius Norwich. Beginning with Julius Caesar’s conquest of Gaul in the first century BC and ending with WWII. Norwich deftly chronicles the legendary exploits of Charlemagne, the great French Kings from Philip Augustus in the 12th century to the Sun King, Louis XIV—and the end of the monarchy after the French Revolution. 16 pages of illus., some color. 382 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00. $14.95

**2956725** THE GREAT CONSPIRACY: Britain’s Secret War Against Revolutionary France 1794-1805. By David I. Kertzer. 274 pages of photos. Random. Pub. at $15.00. $9.95

**2992411** KILLING NAPOLEON: The Plot to Blow Up Bonaparte. By Jonathan North. 288 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $32.95. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**


**3725722** IRISH MISCELLANY: Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Ireland. By Dermot McEvoy. Offers the reader a historical perspective of Ireland, or never knew you had about Irish culture, history and modern pastimes. The perfect volume for anyone planning to visit Ireland. Illus. 154 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.95. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**


**2951487** WARRIORS AND KINGS: The 1500-Year Battle for Celtic Britain. By Martin Wall. The fascinating and exciting story of the Celtic peoples of Britain who stood fast against invasion and oppression. Wall explores the mythology and psychology of this unyielding and insular people, their devotion to charismatic leaders, and their stubborn determination “ne’er to yield” to oppression and injustice, from the Roman Empire on through to the Victorian period. Illus. 354 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**3690032** IRISH HISTORY: An Illustrated A-Z. By Guy de la Bedoyere et al. Featuring up to date chronology and comprehensive cross-sections, this resource is an essential companion to anyone interested in gaining invaluable insight regarding this country’s turbulent past. Every aspect of Irish history is covered in the cross-referenced A to Z entries. Illus. most, in color. 256 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**2801768** A BRIEF HISTORY OF IRELAND: Land, People, History. By Richard Killeen. In this lucid and fascinating introduction into the island’s story, Killeen separates the history from the myths. Ranging from Ireland’s pre-Gaelic origins to the present day, the locales Ireland in a European and Atlantic world and explores the island’s remarkable contribution through its literature. Illus. 320 pages. Running Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

Order all you want for one low $4.00 Postage & Handling charge.
To allow the lowest prices, we do no billing and do not accept credit cards. However, the same items may be obtained online from www.HamiltonBook.com using MasterCard, VISA, or PayPal.